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I. INTRODUCTION 

The Gulf War ended '!lore than a year ago but the issues in conflicts in 

the Middle East are stiU very much alive and far from resolved. Saddall) 

flussein is still in power and is refusing to fully coJllply with the UN cease

fire agreell)ent. International sanction against Iraq is in place and its victims 

are innocent civilians, particularly women and children. Meanwhile, the 

Iraqi Kurds and Shiites, forgotten by the West, continue to be the victims of 

tonure and repression by I/le regime of Baghdad. The Gulf region is more 

volatile and insecure pow than it was before the crisis. The Arab world is 

more divided and antagonistic than ever before ~nd disillusionment and 

frusuation of Third World nations are deeper and greater than any other time 

in history. Meanwhile, the West is suffering from severe economic 

recession and the general mood is one of frustration, uncertainty, 

protectionism and neo-jsolationism. Despite colossal material and human 

losses, the Gulf War raised new hopes and aspirations for many. It was 

widely believed that the experiences in the Gulf could be used as a model in 

resolving problems and conflicts in other parts of the world. But those 

hopes and aspirations have quickly evaporated in the face of the changing 

realities of international politics and growing tensions and conflicts 

worldwide. 

To understand the ' US role in the Gulf crisis and subsequent 

developments, it has to be placed in historical perspective. Changes and 

reforms in the former Soviet Union under the leadership of Mikhail 

Gorbachev, revolutions in Eastern Europe, reunirica-tion of Germany and 

improvements in Sino-Soviet, Sino-Japanese, Soviet-Japanese and Soviet

German relations in the late 1980s brought about fundamental changes in 

the existing world system with far-reaching implications. Almost all these 
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phenomenal changes lOOk place with active and sponcaneous participation of 

the masses. The states and their powerful machineries proved to be 

ineffective, and often irrelevant in fulfilling the changing needs and demands 

of the society. ironically, all these events and developments of crucial 

historical importance lOOk place without any direct'or active involvement of 

the United States-the only remaining superpower. By 1990 the US was on 

the verge of marginalization with the developments in Eastern Europe and 

in the Soviet Union. There were also debates on a possible future European 

security-arrangement without.any reference to the US. The general mood in 

Washington was that the US was gradually turning into a by-stander or 

passive observer of world historical events, and there was growing demand 

for active US involvements worldwide. 

The Iraqi invasion of Kuwait on August 2, 1990 created a unique 

opponunity for the United States to capture "Mvers seat" in world politics, 

to exercise its power and influence and to prove to the rest of the world that 

even in the changed circumstances the US military power is indispensable. 

In the Gulf crisis, the US diplomacy was successful to organise a loose 

anti-Iraqi coalition by bringing together 28 countries, including some major 

powers, with divergent political, economic and strategic interests. 

Washington- was also able to neutralise China and to persuade the Soviet 

Union, its arch rival during the Cold War era and an ally. of Iraq, to suppon 

the US initiatives against Iraq. Finally, the US was able to successfully use 

the UN Security Council to get approved its initiatives against Iraq. In the 

most unequal war ever fought in history, the US-led anti-Iraqi coalitioQ 

force carne out victorious and the US emerged as the only and unchaUegned 

superpower of the world. 

In the early days of the Gulf crisis when European powers and leading 

Arab countries agreed to join the US-led coalition force and The Soviet 

Union assured that she would not oppose US plans in the Gulf, Washington 

had no doubt about its global hegemonic re-emergence, and the idea of a 

New 'World Order -was born to descrihe the new situation. Subsequent 

events, particularly the collapse of communism and disintegration of the 
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Soviet Union, provided further impetus to the US leaders and policy 
planners 10 be more optimistic about the success of a US-designed and 

dominated New '!V0rld Order. Although domestic economic problems, up
coming Presidential election, escalation of worldwide conflicts and strong 

criticisms from Third World countries, have overshadowed the concept of 
the New World Order tempoquily, it is still very much in the mind of the 
US Adminis-tration'. 

The main PurpoSlf of the present paper is 10 study the New World 9rder 

proposed by President George Bush,.its basic premises, scopes, limila~ons 
and prospects, and most imporlanlly its implications for the Third World. It 
is not the purpose of the paper 10 study the Gulf War itself, but since 

President Bush repeatedly referred 10 the Gulf War as a test case or model for 
a New World Order, focus will be given 10 those aspects which are direpUy 
related 10 the New World Order. 

The Study begins with a brief discussion on the .concept of order and 
its various aspects. The evolution of the notion of order in international 
f!:lations, and the US role and attempts 10 eslablish world orders at different 

historical periods are also reviewed in this pan. , 
Part-III analyses the New World Order proposed by President Bush, 

including its various aspects, asumptions, goals, objectives, Iimilations and 
prospects for future. 

l. The draft. of a clusificd PmLlgon document titled 'The Defence Plannina Guidance (or the Fiscal Yeus 
1994-1999" published in the New York Tunu shOWl that the main US dcfc:ncc policy objcctiva in the;"'. 
Cold War CR . • tel 'to prcYent the re-emersenc:e of • new ri ...... ei1ba OQ the taril.ory of the rClnllC::l" Saricl 
Union or anywhere else .•. . .. ...... to prevcn1 any hostile powct from dominatina • qion whose resoun:cs 
1WOUld •••• •••• •• be suffICient to scnc:n.lC g10bIl pmta"". To achieve this objective the Stntegy Plan luggests 
Wee additiOltl.l objcctivcs; "First. the US must mow the k:adClShip necessary to establish and protect. new 

otder IlIal boLck the promise or c:c:mvincing polCDlial compctitorslhat they ncod nouspire to. I"*U tole or 
pursue • more Ig.ra.tive pollute to plUccl their legitimate intetclll. Second, in the noo-defenoo ueu 
........ . . . . to dis<:ounp 1hc:m (industrialised n.~) from cballc:nging our leadmhip or scckin& to ovmwn 
the established political and ecooomic; order. Fin.ally • .e must mainLiin the mechanisms (or dctcring 

p«mti&J. ~ (rom f:IIm upirin& kt. bJaCf regioaal or global tole-. For details of the Stntegy P1an 
see Partick E. Tyler, -US Stntcgy Plan \:.111 for EasuriD& no Rivals Develop-, TIw N_ Yo'" Ti~, 
MardlS,I992. 
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AJtljough, 3l! mentioQe<\ earlier, it is not a study of the Gulf War, Part

IV discl!Sses the Gulf War in terms of a New World Order and tries to 

explain why it cannot Ile a basis or model for Jhe proposed New World 

Order. 

Since, according to its autljors, the idea of a New World Order 

originated with the Gulf crisis, Part-V briefly reviews the implications of 

the New World Order for the Gulf regiOn as well as for broader Middle 

Eastern issues IjlId conflicts in the post-Gulf War period. 

Pan-VI focuses' on "New Thinking' proposed by former Soviet 

President Mikhail Gorbachev and its relevance to the current debate of the 

New World Order. Although many analysts believe that the "!'lew 

Thinking" is !lead with Gorbachev's depanure and with the distintegration 

of the LlSSR, this chapter argues that the Third World countries are still 

intere~ted in some of the points raised in it 

Part-VII presents a Third World perspective on the New World Order. 

An argument is cjeveloped here that in the post-Gulf War, post-Cold War 

and po~t-Soviet era the Third World does not require any new order based on 

military might and power but an arrangement to attend its age-old economic 

and social problems of backwardness on an urgent basis. 

Part-VIII analyses the possible role of the United Nations in 

maintaining international peace and security in the changed international 

situation, and its various problems and limitations. 

II. WORLD ORDER IN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE 

(a) The Notion of Order 

The term "order" is widely used both in natural sciences and in social 

studies. For natural scientists order is mainly associated with structure or 

pattern, and the level of order in any setting is detellI)ined by the endurance 

and complexity of the pattem.2 But even natural scientists differ on the 

2. R. D. McKinl . y and R. liLlIe, Glbbal Probw/U tJIId World OrtUr. (The Univc:nity Press.. USA). 
1986. p. 4 . 
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cOhcept of order. For physicists, order is a decrearsing, while for biologists 
order is an increasing concept' 

In social studies the tenn order is mainly used to analyse the enduring 

patterns of social behaviour and 10 compare' levels of order in different social 

contexts. But since social behaviours are purposeful and goal oriented, order 

in social studies is understood in tenns of both pattern and goal. Order is 

ubiquitous and may have different meanings and connotations to different 

individuals, hations or states. And as a result, although the tenn is broadly 

used in the study and practice of international relations, there is no serious 

attempt to conceptualise it. The concept of order is unsatisfactory, because 
of the foliowing: 

(a) The tenn has so many connotations that it . becomes difficuit to 
select a particular way of looking at it Some analysts describe the tenn 

order as "ambiguous", "dangerously simplistic" or "elusive" and reject the 

notion of CKder altogether. 

(b) The concept of order has degenerated and its essential meaning has 
been rather lost. It has been used by SO many people in so many different 

ways and purposes that the tenn has lost its credibility and proper utility. 

(c) The term was also used to legitimise some of the most destructive 

events of world history, and thus has often got a negative connotation. It 

has also a repressive connotation and is usually related to force and coercion. 

(d) There is no acceptable definition of order. It may have different 

notions, often contrary to each other. It may also create confusions. For 

example, Hedley Bull considers that the old world order was sustained by the 

cooperation of the superpowers, while A. L. Burns thinks that the 

superpowers served as the sources of disorder' 

(e) The term order is also somehow status quo oriented. It mainly 

denotes either to maintain the existing status quo or to establish new status 

quo, and there seems 10 be no room for movement or change. 

3. For ddails .~lt the notion of order in nalural sciencics sec, J. Needham, MotUls of UNkrslaNiillg : A 

PoJlml of NDlwaJ PlUlosophy, (George Allen and Unwin, lmdon). 1976. p. 182. 
4. McKinlay and Unle. op. cit pp. 2-3. 



(I) The term order is also deceptive. Theoretically, any stable 
arrangement whether tyrannical or exploitative may be treated as order. So 

to avoid controversy, some analysts prefer to replace the term world order 
with more dynamic though often value ladden expressions such as "a 

movement for ajust order", 'Just world order", or ''human world order". 

Order is also not non-contentious. Allempt by'bne party to establish 

order m'aY precipitate controversy· or conflict with another: Order has to be 

understood in · relative term, particularly as· compared to disorder, and its 

meanings and implications may also change depending on the goals ·and 

agendas of its architects and initiators. 

Auempts at establishing order beyond national boundaries were taken at 

different periods by different countries, but only those which had global 
implications were considered as world order. Historically, attempts at 

building new world order carne either from the victorious nations after 

catastrophic wars or from great powers trying to pursue their hegemonic 

goals and objectives. 

Despite definitional problems and confusions, an31ysts in the field of 

international relations 811empt to define world order from different 

perspectives. The participants of a symposium held at Bellagio, Italy in 
1965 took serious efforts to define world order. Raymond Aron, the 

Chairman of the-Conference, provided' five possible meanings of the temi 
order. As Hoffmann suinmarised, . 

Two of the meanings were purely descriptive; order as any arrangement of 
reality, order as the relationS between parts. Two were analytical-partly 
descriptive, partly normative; order as the minimum conditions for 
existence, order as the minimwn conditions for coexistence. The nfth 
conception was purely nonnative; order IS the conditions for good lifes. 

The Conference, however, accepted Aron's founh defmition of order, 

e.g., order as the minimum conditions for co-existence. Contending 

definitions of world order are also given by other experts of international 
relations. By "world order" Bull means "those patterns or dispositions of 

S. SlAn!CY Hoffmann. ~cpon of the Conference oa Conditions 01 World Order, June 12·19. 1965·, 
(8cllagio. h .. 1y), DtvdaJlU, Sprins 1966. p. 4S6. 
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human activity that sustain the elementary or primary goals of social life 

among mankind as a whole. "6 For Bull order is an essential precondition for 

realization of other goals, including justice. Martin Rochester defines world 

order purely in terms of international institutions. According to him, if 

states use international judicial facilities more frequently and ofien to 

resolve Iheir mutual disputes then it can be said that a growth of world order 

has taken place.7 The problem· wilh such approach is that it is purely 

empirical and totally ignores the political context of a world ·order. Saul 

Mendlovitz and Thomas Weiss defhe world order·in normative terms. For 

them srudy of world order is, 

the study of international relations and world affairs that focuses in the 
manner in which mankind can significantly reduce the likelihood of 
international violence and create minimally acceptable conditions of 

.world-wide economic well-being, social justice, ecological stability, and 
participation in decision-making processes. In short, a student of world 
order seeks to achieve and maintain a warless and more just world to 
improve the quality of human life.' 

Richard Falk in ·his normative study of world order combines the 

analytical, descriptive, empirical, ideological and normative notions of 

world order. For him the conception of a world order involves, 

srudying the extent to which a given past., present or futwe arrangement of 
power and authority is able to realize a set of values that are affirmed as 
beneficial for all people and apply to the whole world and that have some 
objectivity by their connection with a conception of basic human needs, as 
required for Ibe hea1lby development of Ibe human person". 9 

Falk suggests the consideration of a set of values that are beneficial 

to all by studying arrangements of power and authority in historical 

6. Hedley Ball. TIw ANurltical Socuty: A Study o/Or4tr ill World Polilia, (Columbia UniversilY Press. 
New Yom), 19n. p. 20 

7. William Coplin and Martin Rochester. "The POJ, ICJ, J..eague and UN: A CompuaLive Empirical 

Survey~, AnvricGII Political ScicltC, RrfUw. No. 62, pp. 529-50. 

8. Slu) Mcndlovitt and Thomu Weiss, ~e StudycCPuce and Justioe : Towards A FmneYt'O!k for Global 

Disawim- in Louis ReneBen:s and HanyTus (edI.), pra-;", Al'mtQuw FII.lJlr" (Praeger. New Yo.r:t). 

1975. p. 151. 

9. Ric:hud Fill.. TIv ENi o/WorIdOra.r : E.IMr.y# 011 NormDliw J"z,rNlUo"m RdaUolfS, o-IoJmcs Ii. Mm. 
New York. Loodm), 1983, p. 46. 
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perspectives. But the pertihent questions are; How to idenUfy a set of 

objective values acceptable to all? How to ensure that they wiiI be 

beneficial to all? Whose values it should be? And, why others should 

accept it? 

The definition of world order given by Mendlovitz and Weiss seems to 

be mote convincing, because it includes wide range of issues, speaks against 

war and violence and emphasises the need for worldwide economic well
being, social justice and ecological stability. 

However, the definitional problems are less significant for a world 

order, rather more important questions are: Why do we need a world order? 

Who should define it and whose interest and purpose it should serve? Is it 

possible to establish a world order? And, is there any alternative to a world 

order? 

(b) Historical Review of World Orders 

The concept of world order is not new. Victorious powers always 

attempted to create wdrld orders with a veiw 10 estabiishing their dominance 

and control over others. But efforts by major powers 10 secure world ordels 

failed to resolve international conflicts and disputes, and could not limit the 

level of extra-systemic conflicts associated with colonial and imperial 
wars.to 

The first attempl for European world order was made in the Westphalian 

stale system created in 1648 after the Thiny Years' War which had wrecked 

Europe for more than a century. Despile occassional problems and 

challenges, the Westphalian order managed lO keep connicls within 

acceptable bounds and interstate violence at low levels. After Napoleonic 

wars the Vienna Congress of 1815 set up the Concen of Europe primarily 

to check new imperialist ambitions of any power and to police the European 

system_ The Coricen which was an advanced stage over the Westphalian 

order worked well for about 100 years because the major European powers 

10. For details sec, Jeffery J. Schlhczenki MEltpllining Relilive Puce: Major POWCl Order, 1816-1976", . 

JOW7I01 of P~QC. RU UJrclt , Vol. 28, No. 3, 1991 , pp. 304-20. 
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had mutual interests to preserve the system for maintaining their respective 

positions within the system as well as for pursuing common interests in 

international arena. 

However, geo-politically, the European attempts for world order were 

mainly confined within Europe. The idea of a real world order came, in fact, 

from the United States after the World War-I. Although globalist tendencies 

and aspirations were nourished and developed by the US in the late 19th 

century,11 until the end of the World War-ll she was more or less committed 

to geopolitieal detachment and preoccupied primarily with the hemispheric 

affiars." President Woodrow Wilson actively and enthusiastically 

participated in the post World War-! peace process in Europe and advocated ' 

the transformation of traditional notions of geopolitics into of an organised 

community based on law and order to maintain genuine peace and security at 

international level. He apparently wanted to transform the US values and 

notions of freedom and democracy from hemispheric to worldwide through 

the League of Nations. But as it appeared, the US was neither ready nor 

willing to assume a world leadership role at that time and failed to join the 

League of Nations. 
The League of Nations was formed without the US, Soviet and German 

participations. Severe political, economic and mil itary conditions were 
imposed on the vanquished aggressors of the World War-I with the 
expectation that it would never again be able to gain strength to challenge 
peace and security . But only within a decade Europe felt the smoke of 
another catastrophic war, and failed to take appropriate measures to avoid it 
mainly because of narrowly defined selfish natlonal interests. And humanity 
suffered from another eatastrophic war more horrible than the earlier one. 

II . By Ihe late 1890s the US had fulfi.Ucd its 10- caDed "mlnifC5t dClitiny" by c.uending borden outside the 
hemisphere. Wilh .. powerful Nny and strong economy the US power projection was manifcned in as early 
IS 1900 when I Senator proclaimed, ~Hc (God) has made us !.he millet orSlnizers of the world . ........... thaI 
we may administer govcmmcnl lfnO'1g savage and senile peoples, Were it not for such I force ~ this the 

world would lapse into barbarism and night." Cited by Nmlinghl P. Sil in "ucslpopulism in Action; US 
Military Int.erYU\uon in PUl.ma and the Persian Gulr./1IIlia Quaurly, Vol. XLVII, Nos. !.2,January-Junc 
1991 . p. 38. Even an American President eonf'c:ssed lhlt he wu mandated by God "to put the Philippines on 
the map of lhe United SU!.d". G. A. Mllcolm In" M. M. Kal,w, Til. Plti/ippiMS GOY'I!nuMfIl, (Manila, 

Associucd Publishers). 1923, p. 65. 
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Initially it appeared that the lessons of World War-II were taken seriously 

and world leaders staned serious taUcs about a new world order even before 

the war was over. Finally, the United Nations was born with the promise to 

save future generations from the scourge of war, to reaffirm faith in 

fundamental human rights, to establish conditions for justice and to social 

progress and beuer standards of life in larger freedom1 2 But soon it was 

clear that the world had learned hardly anything from the past, the 

memories of holocausts of the two World Wars were forgotten , and major 

powers were engaged in unprecedented power rivalries followed by arms race 

at astronomical scale for which humanity had to pay extremely high price 

both in material and spiritual terms_ 
Show of power and military might was considered to be a remedy for 

future aggression, but it proved to be a great failure. No serious auempts 
were made to eliminate mutual hatred and distrusts among the warring 
parties, rather the victors imposed their wills and orders on the vanquished. 
The issues were interpreted in terms of politics and solved in terms of power 
and strength without considering moral, ethical and psychological aspects 
of it. Ends justified all means used, and hale begot further hate. 

Although the United Nations was formed in the post-World War II 
period with the promise of maintaining peace and security, it failed to fulfil 
its missions mainly because of power rivalries among the great/super 
powers. The ideal juridicial view of a world order under the UN was soon 
superseded by geopolitical dictations and necessities and contain-ment of 
communism over legalistic considerations and idealistic bopes lOOk priority 
in American foreign policy.u And in the absence of deep and reliable 
foundations, the superstructure of the world order soon went into pieces. 

In the post-World War-II period the US foreign policy was mainly 
dominated by realist perception of international relations which viewed 
world politics in terms of national interests defined by nation-states. 
According to realists, international peace and security can only be 
maintained by the prudent construction and preservation of balance of 

12. eM, "r of Ilu UttiudNoW)fU CUId Sro"". of tJw IIlkTNlJioIl4l Cowf of Jusliu, (Unilcd Nations, New 
Ycd.:). p. I 
13. Richard Falk; (Jp . cit. p. Ill . 
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power. World order in the post-World War-II was mainly built on the 

perception of a balance of power between the two major power blocs 

without taking into consideration the needs and aspirations of vast majority 

of population of the world living in the periphery. Balance was, however, 

maintained for more than four decades and the superpowers were able to 

avoid direct confrontations although proxy wars and conflicts at regional 

levels continued, gaps between rich and poor widened, production and 

consumtion of per capita food declined and environmental degradation 

occurred in almost all aspects of life. I' 

Goals of post World War-II world order were essentially to seek order 

and stability to enhance managerial roles and capabilities of the US, and 

thus to establish its geopolitical superiority . The United States, as an 

. unchallenged superpower, was able to maintain a world order conducive to 

its interests and influence in the 1950s and 1960s without much trouble. 

But domestic. social, political and economic constraints and growing power 

and influence of the Soviet Union and of some Third World countries 
challenged the US hegemonic power and stability. 

In the 1970s growing power and influence of the USSR and global 

economic crisis with radical policies by the Organization of Petroleum 

Exponing Countries challenged the traditional realist view of world order. 

The "modernist observers" carne forward with the idea that "rising 

interdependence is creating a brave new world of cooperation to replace the 

bad old world of international conflicts"lS However, in the absence of a 

single hegemony, capable of managing the affairs of the world, multiple 

power blocs emerged and the notions of interdependence or "complex 

interdependence" were seriously undennined. 

By the late 1970s, the general conclusion was that the US had lost its 

hegemonic power and influence which could not be re-established because 

only world wars create hegemonic powers and world civilization might not 

14. For del.lils of environmau.alimpacu: of security policy, see, Richard 1. BlIllet. TM UOII 1«01'$: Poliria 
ill 1M A,« of &i:tuiry. Simm and Schww. New Yolt), 1980. 

15. Robat Kedtane and JOKph Nye, Po~r aNllnUl'tk/HNM"U: World PolifU:3 ill Tn:lII,fitioli. (Little 

Brown. BOIlOn), 1977. p.lO 
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survive such a war in the nuclear age. 16 So in the hegemonic period the 

emphasis was on international regimes to proteCt and preserve intereslS and 

influence of the lost hegemony. As Keohane wrote in the 1984, 

The network of international regimes bequeathed to the contemporary 
political economy by American hegemony provides a valuable foundation 
for conslruction of post-hegemonic patterns of co-operation, which can be 
used by policy makers interested in achieving their objectives through 
multilateral action.17 

Comending theories of imernational relations in the post World War-II 

period were directly related to US power and influence whose underlying 

purposes and objectives were to provide broad theoretical frameworks for 

seeking and maintaining US hegemonic role in international affairs not only 

in politico-military and security spheres but also in economic and cultural 

fields. Almost all successive US Administrations had ideas and dreams of 

establishing and maintaining world orders. President Carter, who 

channpioned human righlS and democracy as major principles in American 

foreign policy, outlined a blueprint of a new world order in his policy, 

inaugural address in 1977. He said, 

I want to assure you that the relations of the United States with the other 
countries and peoples of the world will be guided during my own 
Administration by our desire to shape a world order that is more responsive 
to human aspirations. The United States will meet its obligation to help 
create a slable. just and peaceful world order".18 

President Reagan also came to power with the promise of "regaining 

the control over world affiairs" and "to restore the US to a position of 

16. According to Robert Gilpin. duri!)g peacetime weaker Stltel tend to S,in more from the hegemon and 

aUy in wartime" hegemon can muimise its power and conuol. For details of Gilpin's views on changes in 

intc:mation.l relations Ice, Robert Gilpin. War tutd eMili' ill World Politics. (ClJTIbridge : Cambridge 

Univenity Prc:u), I98l. 

17. Robert O. Keohane, Ajll.r JI','mDfI,: Coop,rah'Ott aNI Discord. iA 1M World Political ECON)MJ, 

(Princeton Univc.rsity Press, Prinocton. New Jeney), 1984, p. 245. 

lB. -AddlUS by President Clnct to People of Other N.tions·, D.prulm.fll 0/ ShJt. Bulk!i", Vol. 16. 

(February 14, 1977), p. 123. 
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global dominance in the economic, military, political and ideological 
spheres".19 However, for the purpose of our study we will concenuate on Ihe 
New World Order proposed by President Bush. 

III, "THE NEW WORLD ORDER" 

As observed earlier, !he ideas for world orders are not new in US foreign 
policy. But wiIh the end of th'e East-West confrontation and remarkable 
progress in arms control negotiations between the Soviet Union and the 
United States, the idea of a new world order got renewed importance and 
validity in American foreign policy in Ihe late 1980s. President Bush first 
used the phrase "New World Order" on August 25, 1990 in his speech at 
Yale University. The phrase was coined by his National Security Advisor 
Brent Scowcroft and President Bush reportedly liked iL 20 Alhtough President 
Bush frequently used the term "New World Order", he did not develop that 
idea systematically, rather provided sonoe aspects of it in his various 
speeches and remarks during the Gulf crisis and in its immediate aftermath. 

The Iraq invasion of Kuwait in August, 1990 came as a surprise to 
Washington. Initially President Bush was in a dilemma on how to respond 
to the critical situation. However, developments in August and early 
September, 1990, particularly indication from Moscow that it would 
cooperate with the US in the Gulf crisis and positive responses from the 
NATO allies encouraged President Bush to launch his New World Order. 
Addressing a joint session of the US Congress on September II, 1990 the 
President provided some details of his proposed New World Order when he 
said, 

Today, that new world order is struggling to be born, a world quite 
different from the one we have known, a world where the rules of law 
supplants the rule of jungle, a world in which nalions recognise the shared 
responsibility for freedom and justice, a world where the strong respect the 
rights of the weak. 21 

19. JcffMcMaban, R~a,tut tJIfd 1M World, (Pluto PraI, London, Sydney), 1984, p. 3 

20. But before th.t in April 1990 President Gorblchev in his .ddress to • conference of lhe World Medii 

Associ.tim in Moscow used the t.enn when he ranmed. -We Ire anl)' I t lhe beginning of the process of 

shlping I new world order~. 1M New Yort Tunu Ma,aziM, February 17. 1991, p. 14. 

21. President BUlh, "Toward I Nc.w World Ordcr". US Dcparunem or Sl.Ite, Dispalcll J, No. 3. Scptc:mber 

11.1990, p. 91. 
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As it appears, President Bush emphasised mainly on two aspects of his 

new vision of world order; first, it was completely different from the old 

order, and second, it was based on freedom, justice and the rule of law. But 

as events unfolded and the US strengthened its political, diplomatic and 

military positions vis-a-vis Iraq, President Bush apparently became more 

normative and philosophical about his New World Order. In his speech at 

the United Nations on OclOber I , 1990 the President said, 

I see a world of open borders, open trade, and. most importantly open 
minds . .. . ........ [ see a world where America continues to win new friends 
and convert old foes and where the Americas-North. Central and Soulh---
can provide a model for the future of all mankind ; the world's first 
completely democratic hemisphere.22 

President Bush seemed to be too idealistic and emotional, and at the 

same time "somewhat in advance of hislOry" in his remarks about Americas 

as completely democratic hemisphere. In many respects, he repeated the 

Wilsonian idealistic vision of a world of the 1930s.23 
In early January. 1991 after getting approvals from the UN Security 

Council and from the US Congress to use force against Iraq, President Bush 
was certainly more confident and enthusiatic about his New World Order. 
But at that point of time the President's main preoccupation was 10 sell the 
War both to the American public and 10 the world. In his Slatement from 
the Oval Office on January 16, 1991 the President announced, "We have 
before us the opportunity to forge for ourselves and for future generations a 
new world order, a world where the rule of law, not the rule of jungle, 
governs the conduct of nations. "24 

As the War continued and the US-led coalition force made success in 
its air auacks on Iraq, President Bush provided more clues about his New 
World Order. rn his Slate of the Union address to the joint session of the 
US Congress on January 29,1991. the President said : 

22. '"The UN; World Parliament for Puce~. Preriden.t Bush', speech It the UN Genenl Assembly on October 

I, 1990. US Department of State. Disppalcill. No. 6. Oetcber 8,1990, p. 153. 

23. FOI'" details of WilIOItian vilion of American POWU ICIC. Uoyd C. Gardner. A COY'oWAI willa Pow,r; 
A.wrica tutti World Ordt, from Wilso ... 10 R,tlftllt , (Oxford Univenity Press, New Ycd. Toronto). 1984, 

0UIpu:r~. pp. 3-28. 
lA. "Transcript of the Communi by Bush on the Air Strikes Aaainst the InqiJ~ . Tiu N~ Yort Timu, 
January 17, 1991. 
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What is at stake is more than one small country. it's a big idea; a new 
wor1d order where diverse nations are drawn together in common cause 10 
achieve the universal aspirations of mankind - peace and security , 
freedom and the rule of law .. .. .. The world can, therefore, seize this 
opportunity to fulfil the long-he1d promise of a new world order, where 
brutality will go unrewarded, and aggression will meet collective 
resistenace.25 

President Bush tried to convince the world that Iraqi invasion of Kuwait 

not only threatened international peace, security and freedom, but at the 

same time jeopardised the prospects of a New World Order. At the same 

time he asked the American people to bear major responsibilities, because, 
according to him, P Among the nations of the world, only the United Slates 

of America has both the moral standing, and the means to back it up. We 

are the only nation on this earth that can assemble the forces of peace.26 

For President Bush there was no real world order before the Gulf crisis, 

rather all previous orders were conflicting and full of disorders. In his own 

words, "Until now, the world we've known has been a world divided 

.. ... ...... . a world of barbed wire and concrete block, conflict and Cold 

War". According to President Bush the US victory over Iraq was not only a 

triumph of "the principles of justice and fair play", but it also ensured the 

real prospect of a world order.27 

In the absence of a clear definition or perception of the New World 

Order, it has been interpreted by different people in different ways. Some 

believe that it is the fulfilment of the original ideas behind the UN where 

the world body, in the absence of the Soviet Union, will be able to work as 

a genuine guarantor for international peace and security, while others are 

sceptical and view it as a re-emergence of Pax Americana where the UN will 

only be used as a tool for promoting American influence and interests. 

Some US analysts Iry to interpret the New World Order as a combination of 

25. Selected Pans of President Bush', SUite ollhe Union Addn:u on Januuy 29. 1991 . TJu Wa.r/ti,,,101i 
Post, January 30, 1991, p. A14. 
26./bid. 
27. Speech by George Bush 10 the joint session of Lhe Congress of the United SllleS, on March 6, 1991 . 
United SLlICS Embassy in OtLlW&, Cmlld&, Texl (91·18), p. 1. 
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moral and legal authority of the UN and military might of the US for 

maintaining international peace and stability . As far as President Bush is 

concerned, usually, in prepared speeches he emphasised the importance of 

the UN and the rule of law and justice, but in more spontaneous remarks 

and comments his ideas and visions of the New World Order were very close 

to the ideas of hegemonic stability and returning to Pax Americana. 

Secretary of State James Baker and former Deputy National Security 

Advisor, Roben Gates added some more substance to the concept. According 

to their views, the New World Order is not a new United Nations, but it 

may involve the UN as in the Gulf War. It is an order where the US is the 

sole superpower, but nOl the poljceman or social worker of the world. It is 

nOl a Pax Americana, but the US is the catalyst for collective action in 

world community.28 Deputy Secretary of State Lawrence S. Eagleburger 

thinks that the New World Order "is actually composed of two pillars : a 

pillar of democracy and a pillar of freedom from aggression".29 

So does it mean that under New World Order the United States military 

force will be used for repelling any kind of aggression anywhere in the 

world? No, not really. The US will interfere or intervene only when the 

President will consider it "correct". The US will nOl "police" the world, but 

"will retain the pre-eminent responsibility [or addressing selectively those 

wrongs which threaten not only our (American) interests but those of our 

allies and friends or which could seriously unseule international relations."'" 
The Participants of the Fletcher Roundtable Conference on New World 

Order held in May, 1991 tried to define the New World Order in terms 
of collective security, regional organization, internalionallaw, disarmament 
and conflict prevention. They advocated for a new definition of sovereignty 
and a balance between the notion of sovereignty and international 

28. T. 8. Millar, -A New Wmld Order?- , Tiv WorfdToday, Vol., 48, No. I.Ja.nu.aty 1992. p. 8 
29. "New World Order : Dcmocncy, Freedom and Aggression-, address by Ocputy Secreury of SUte 

Lawrence S. Ea&leburJu to the White House Ccrucrcnce on Mlftl8cmcnl Training a.nd M,me!. Econcmics 
Education in Cem.ru and Eulcm Europe. on February 'IT, t 991. (fhe United Stales Embauy in Otu WI., 

Canad.). (91-16), p. I . 

30. Dnft of lhe Defence Planning G uidence for the FtScal Years 1994-1999. (penugon. February 18. 
1992), Tlu NrN Yon Timu, March 8, 1992, p. A14. 
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cooperation. They also emphasised the need for institutional responses 
(primarily the UN) for maintaining international peace and security. But 
even the select group of participants of ihe Conference were not able to 
come to a consensus on the definition of a New World Order.31 The 
participants rather recognised the difficulty of defining a New World Order 
and compared it with. "the establishment of the seventeenth century 
Westphalian order in which the ideas of territorial sovereignty and 
international cooOperation coexisted".32 

Alan Henrikson. one of the participants of the Fletcher Roundtable 
Conference. developed a precise concept of the New World Order. According 
to him the key idea of the New World Order is "the concept of collective 
intervention for peace and security. even in what traditionally have been 
regarded as the domestic affairs". 33 He proposes to redefine the notion of 
sovereignty and interference and advocates interventions in three possible 
occassions : 

Intervention to prevent or SlOp the widespread violation of human rights 
("humanitarian intervention"); interven tion [0 hah the imminent or 
continued use of weapons of mass deSLrllClion, including chemical, 
biological, and nuclear weapons perhaps borne by ba11istic missiles 
("security intervention"); and intervention to block or contain lhe release of 
materials causing severe and wide damage to the climate, landscape, or 
seascape ("environmental intervention").34 

31. For details of the Confc:rUlC::e report on I.he New World Order see., 1be Aetcher Roundtable, MDcrmLnS A 

New World OniUM. The Conference Report Mly 2- 3, 1991, (The Ad.Cher School of Law and Oiplomacy). 

32. Ibid, e. 7. The New World Order can not be compared with the Westphalian system because ; (a) The 
Westphalian system WIS an outcome of long religious COlfllcts and wars in Europe whose main purpose was 
to create mUlUa] ttusl and ecnfidence among European powers through mulUlau:n1 argrccmenlS. (b) The 
Westphaliansystcm WIS a decenlnliscd one wheresuta were weak and disorganised. com~red to modem 
states, and hid only ~fragmenled CI~bilities· . (c) ThecoRl vllues cLlhe WCltphaliln sySlCm were namality, 
non-int.ezvcntion and mutual rapcct and recognition for independence and sovucignty, bUllhe New World 

Order suggClI.5 far compromising IOvc:rcignty and advoates for interventionist policies. (d) The Westphalian 
system WIS primarily a European one, nOl. a world order, but the New World Order is In aUempllt global 
sYSlC:mic order. Fm.ally, (e) The main objectives of the Westphalian syslcm were to Iceep conflicts" low 
levds and to manage snd I"CIOlve interstate problems through negotiations. while the main obnoctivc of the 
New World Order is to Cltabliah control and domination in international rdations Ihrough power and 
influence. For men discussions on the Westphalian s)'SUm , see Lynn H. Miller. Global Onkr; Valuu aNi. 
Poweri"/tlttrNJJioNll Polilics, (second edition). (Westview Press, Boulder, San Francisco, London), 1990, 

pp. 19·72 
33. A Discussion Paper on ~Deruting A New World Order" by Alan K. Henrikson, The Flltchlr Rowtd 
Table, (The Aetcher School of Law and Diplomacy), May 2 and 3, 1991, p. 2 

34. Ibid, 27. 
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Henrikson's proposals deny the basic foundation of the state system -

the notions of sovereignty and non-interference in domestic affiars -

guaranteed by the Charter of the United Nations. Moreover, there is no 

consensus on: How to define human rights?, What should be considered as 

security or environm"Cntai threats? Who will define it and where are the 

guarantees that others will comply with it? The notions of human rights, 

security and environmental threats are so broad and vague that it will give 

almost unrestricted power and authority to strong states to intervene and use 

force against weak neighbours. Even if it is argued that not the individual 

states but international community, as a whole, will decide to intervene or 

use force, questions will be raised: Who will form and dominate the 

international community? What will happen if it fails to come to a 

consensus on specific issues? And, what will happen when a major power is 
an aggressor or when the interests of great powers will be at stake? 

Furthermore, keeping in mind that every state has its own agenda, interest 

and priority, it will be extremely difficult, if not impossible, for the 

international community, as a whole, to reach a consensus on how, when 

and where 10 intervene. Ultimately the questions of intervention or use of 
force will be decided by individual states. If states are legally allowed to 

intervene or use force for security and environmental reasons, then 

theoretically Canada should intervene in the US or the US should intervene 

in Mexico for environmental reasons, or India should intervene in Sri Lanka 

or in Paki stan for security reasons. In other words, it may create a 

Hobbesian situation of "war of every one against everyone".3S 

Moreover, the issue of compromising sovereignty will not be 

acceptable even to the most disadvantaged Third World nations, because for 

them the questions of sovereignty and non-interference in internal affairs are 

related to the decolonization process, and are considered to be the most 

valuable symbols of their separate entity and independent statehood. Finally, 

even while the Charter of the United Nations recognises sovereignty and 

3.5 . Thomas Hobbes. LAvialMtI, edited by Michael OakcshOlt, (Collier Books. New York, London), 

1967, p. 100. 
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inviolable rights of aU Slates and strictly prohibits interference in internal 

affairs of other slates, the world has witnessed brulal aggressions and 

interventions on the pans of great powers. So one can easily imagine what 

will happen when interventions and use of force will be authorised and 

legitimised by international law. 

Although President Bush was reluclant to relate democracy and human 

rights to his New World Order, some US officials raised the issues. For 

example, Eagleburger views New World Order in terms of worldwide 

democratic developments. He said, "We have secured peace for the sake of 

democratic change throughout the world. NQw we must secure democracy 

for the sake of world peace".36 Regiland Bartholomew, Under Secrelary of 

Slate for International Security Affairs also appeared to be ready to help 

democracy worldwide under a New World Order. As he said "We are in the 

need, in the .first inslance, to do what we can to help the development of 

democratic politics and free economies with Slable relationship among them 
.. . ... yes, in the world at large"37 

Frank Gaffney, a former senior Pen lagon aide, wants to relate the New 

World Order with Pax Democraticia policy, where the United Slates will 

assist democratic forces everywhere. He is aware that "All democratic 

changes will produce ins lability , and may have results, like success by 

Islamic fundamenlalists, which we (the Americans) do not like at all", but 

at the same time he believes that only democracy can bring peace and 

slability worldwide.38 

As soon as the euphoria of the Gulf War was over, the plans and ideas 

of the New World Order appeared to have been modified and shifted. Since 

mid 1991 the US officials started to put more and more emphasis on Europe 

as a centre for New World Order. Accoriding to James Baker, the Secrclary 

of Slate, in the era of New World Order the main US objective is "to 

36. Lawrence s. Eag.lcburgt:r, op. cit. p. 2-
37. Repn.1d Bartholomew, "New' World Order cills rei" New Agenda·, (United SUItes Embassy in Oll.llW., 
Canada), (91-62), p. I. 
38. Richatd Gwyn, -Bush','Nc"" World Order'.1 Cynical Ruse- To""'l0 SloT, April 14, 1991 . 
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build a genuine Euro-Atlantic community-stretching from Vancouver to 

Vladivostok-based on shared values of freedom, democracy, human rights, 

and free and open markets". Regiland Bartholomew thinks that no New 

World Order can be achieved if "Europe and North America do not remain 
united in a Trans-Atlantic community with a common agenda" .39 So 

questions are raised; What about the rest of the world? What are their roles 

in a New World Order? Are they not included in the proposed New World 

Order? Can they be panicipants, or are they destined to be outsiders in the 

process that makes the world history as they always used to be. 

We are indeed confused as far as the meaning of New World Order is 

concerned. Despite occasional mentions by some US officials, democracy 

and human rights are not designed to be serious issues in the New World 

Order. The reasons are very simple (a) the US has no proven record of 

supporting democracy in the Third World, (b) the Arab allies of the US in 

the Gulf War were not democratic regimes and often violated human 

rights,40 (c) few of the US allies in Gulf War from Third World countries 

were democratic regimes, and almost all of them had proven records of 

brutality and violation of human rights.41 

The idea of a New World Order carne mainly as an outcome of a debate 

within the US Administration on the concept of power in the post-Cold 

War period . There were reportedly two main camps within the 

Administration - those who favoured "geo-economic" approach advocated 

to build the US economy more competitive along the line of Germany and 

Japan, and those who favoured "goo-strategic" aimed at the enhancement of 

39. Regiland B.rtholancw, op. cit. p. 2. 

40. After two years of !.he crisis then. were no signs rex dcmoc:ntic refonns in !hose counlries. Even in 
libenilCd Kuw<til human rights ~ grossJy violated mel the PlIC$lin:ians were atbiltl.tily euculCd as cnimies 
of lhestate without f •. ir mals. Syrian President H.fce:z. .. ·AsSlld. ~ US ally in the GulfWu, is known 
as • diaatorfor years who also ruthles&ly suppressed peaceful demonstration againsllhe Gulf Wu. 

41. In Pakistan, one of the US allies in the Gulf War, the democratically elected govemmenl. of Bmnir 
Bhutlo was overthrown by military in culy August, 1990 and there was no US response. In Baogladesh. 
another US ally in Ihe Gulf WH, the military regime of Gc:ncral Ershad brutally wpprc:s.scd the democratic 
rights and movemcnu in the counuy. while !he US provided . U types of fmmci.1 .~d miliury support to the 

~ 
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US mililary power and prestige. President Bush, apparently preferred the 

second option for his New World Order. 

The proposed New World Order carne under severe criticism not only 

from the Third World countries, but also from many Western leaders and 

analysts. James Schlesinger thinks that the New World Order was "never 

more than a bazz-phrase"42 John Steinbrunner of the Foreign Policy 

Institute, does not criticise the idea of a New World Order itself but claims 

that "there never was any real commitment to it" on the pan of the US 

President. As early as in April, 1992 Richard Gwyn concluded that "Like 

the Cheshire cat in Alice in Wonderland, it seems that the New World 

Order appeared briefly, grinned and now is vanishing" ' 3 

The New World Order also came under criticism from Japan and China. 
China made it clear that the New World Order was not acceptable to her 
because it was defined by some big countries as community of "free 
nations", and the purpose was to impose their social, political, ideological 
and economic order on the world with economic and miliary strength as 
their backing force. So for the Chinese it was not a world order, but "new 
imperialism" .44 Japan also viewed the New World Order with "deep 
pessimism". Many Japanese felt that the New World Order was based only 
on mililary power and strength, and, as a result, despite their economic 
might, they could never be a pan of it. Many Japanese believe that the War 
in the Gulf served US interests in two ways; first, it helped to erase the 
Vietnam memory, second, it helped to restore US Technological pride to see 
"smart weapons" in action" Most of the Japanese believe that their 
government should pursue a broad policy goals aimed at promoting a world 
order which will promote Japan's self-image and interests. 

In fact, the idea of a New World came as a strategic military 
doctrine whose main purpose was to preserve and promote US hegemonic 

42. Richard G .... yn. op. cit. 

43.Jbfd. 

44. Dou Hui, wOrder Through Paceful Coexistencew
• Th~ Bululill of th~ A.omic Sciutisls, June 

199I,p. 24. 

45. John W. D OWCT, -Japan and the US Samun i SpiritW, Tlu Bw.lle ,i,. 0/ A'omit: Sc: iUIIUU, June 

1991,p. 30. 
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managerial role worldwide in the post-Cold War period. The Gulf crisis did 

not bring anything new in the US strategic thinking , rather it created new 

si tuation and opened new opponunities for realizing already defined and 

worked out strategic goals and objectives. Despite President Bush's claims, 

the Gulf War can not be a basis or model for the New World Order. In the 

following chapter we will discuss elaborately why a New World Order can 

not be built on the experience of the Gulf crisis. 

IV. THE GULF CRISIS AND THE NEW WORLD ORDER 

The United States, after initial hesitation and indecisiveness, was able 

to mobilise huge force against Iraq and under the US leadership more than 

half million troops from 28 countries were deployed in the Gulf region. The 

UN Security Council adopted a series of resolutions against Iraq demanding 

immediate and unconditional withdrawal of Iraqi troops from Kuwait. 

Finally, on November 29, 1990 the UN Security Council adopted 

Resolution 678 which authorised the member states, "to use all necessary 

means to uphold and implement the Security Council Resolution 660 and 

all subsequent Resolutions and to restore international peace and security in 
the area".46 

Leaving the details of events apan, we take up below the examination 

of the reasons why a New World Order can not be built on the experience of 

the Gulf crisis. 

<aj The Gulf War Could Have Been Avoided. 

According to many analysts the Gulf war could have been avoided by 

taking appropriate measures beforehand. Concerns were expressed in the 

United States about Saddam Hussein's growing military power and strength 

and its possible consequences long before the crisis staned. But as the Bush 

46. UN Security Council Rc::solution 678 adopted on November 29. 1990. N~ 1'JIi.,w1t, tJNi D~wdoplMltlS 

ilt IlIUrNJtioNJJ PDliti.cs : OpportwitUs aJtd Dangers, ediled by Neil Riemer, (UnivcBil), PreIs of America, 

New Yorl!: , Latdon), 1991. Appcndia 2., p. 186. 
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Administration considered Iraq as a strategic ally against "number one 

enemy" in the region - Iran, Washington did not pay any serious attention 

to the disputes that were developing between Iraq and Kuwait. Even on July 

25 , 1990 only 8 days before the Iraqi inv'ls ion of Kuwait the US 

ambassador to Iraq Mrs. Glaspie during her long mceling with Saddam 

Hussein told him that President Bush "pcrsonally wants 10 expand and 

deepen the relationship with Iraq", and she also assured thaI "We do not have 

much to say about Arab-Arab differences, like your border differences with 

Kuwait. All we hope is that you solve those matters quickly"" However, in 

a subsequent testimony Mrs. Glaspie claimed that she warned Saddam 

Hussein against military action directed against Kuwait. Only two days 

before the invasion of Kuwai~ John H. Kelley, Assistant Secretary of State 

for Near Eastern and South Asian Affairs, indicated in a Congressional 

testimony that the United States considered the Kuwaiti-Iraqi border dispute 

as the countries' private affair.4' Critics believe that the US neutrality and 

indifferent attitude towards the crisis were interpreted by Iraq a~ a "green 

light" to invade Kuwait. The participants of a Non-proliferation Forum in 

WashingtOn also concluded that the War in the Gulf could have been avoided 

"If the United States had indicated its intentions clearly in the days before 

Iraq's invasion of Kuwait" .49 

(b) The US Acted Hastily Without Giving Chance to an 

Arab Solution. 

Although it is widely claimed that the US intervened in the Gulf crisis 

at the request of Saudi Arabia and other Arab countries, and that the war was 

unavoidable beeause of the failure of the Arab League to find a diplomatic 

solution to the crisis, credible evidences do not fully subscribe to those 

views. Saudi Arabia and other Gulf Arab countries did not ask for US 

47. Tw. October 1, 1990, p. 23. 

48. For deLaila .bout Mr. KcJlcy's lalimony. see N~d. January 28, 1991. p. 57. 

49. R«port o/IA. NOllpTOli/wllu". FOTJIIN , November 6, 1990. (Washington D. C. Sponsored by Lhe 
Stanley FwndIUon), p. S. 
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military help immediately after the invasion of Kuwait, rather it was the US 

who persuaded them to accepl US troops on their soils. 

On August 2, 1990, as soon as Iraq invaded Kuwait, President Bush 

spoke with King Fahd and President Mubarak on telephone for more than an 

hour and explained. Jlle seriousness of Iraqi threat to Saudi oil and security 

and requested them to accept the deployment of US troops.in Saudi Arabia 

and other Gulf countries. There are also repons that the Saudi Royal 
Family was divided on whal action to be taken against Iraq and it was 

considering to pay Iraq SIO billion, as Baghdad demanded from Kuwait 

before the invasion, as a price for Iraqi withdrawal from Kuwail.'o The US 

reponedly came to know about it and President Bush called king Fahd and 

pressed him to suppon the US intervention in the crisis. King Fahd asked 

for more information and briefing aboul the US plan and any immediate 

Iraqi threat to Saudi security. President Bush requested King Fahd to accept a 

US delegation headed by Defence Secretary Dick Cheney, while the Saudi 

King asked to send a lower level delegation. Prince Bandar, the high profile 

Saudi ambassador to the US, apparently played a key role in persuading 

Kind Fahd to accept the US delegation headed by Dick Cheney. The US 

Defence Secretary proposed a two-tier strategy; fIrst, to deter a possible Iraqi 

aggression in Saudi Arabia, and second, to take punitive measures against 

Iraq, starting with economic measures. King Fahd agreed to acceplthe US 

proposals, but Crown Prince Abdullah was reportedly critical to the US 

plan.51 Even some analysts believe that Saudi Arabia and EgYPl were 
pressured and manipulated by the US to accept troops in the Gulf region. 

The Arab League was not given enough time to fInd a peaceful solution 

to the crisis, and the League was sharply divided on the issue of the US role 

in the crisis. On September 3, 1990 the Secretary General of the Arab 

League Chadli Klibi resigned when Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak 

forced to pass a resolution in an emergency Summit meeting allowing the 

SO. Bob Woodwud, TM Co/lMllJl\lkn. (Simon and Schuster. New York). 1991, p. 253. 
51. John Sigler. ~ConfliCl in the ~tiddle East~ Co1f/licI.l .Mo&u\d 1M World 199O· /99}. Annual Report. 
(Centre quebecois de relauau inLemltionJ.les, UnivClSite Lant, Quebec), 1991 , p. 71 . 
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deployment of US troops in Saudi Arabia. Klibi believed that the Gulf 
Crisis was not the first one in the Arab World, the Arabs faced many such 

problems in the past and given time and opportunity they could find an 

Arab solution to the crisis, but western involvements in the crisis closed 

such possibility. Klibi also accused that "with no justification, the west 

hastened to intervene in an inter-Arab conflict without leaving chances for 

Arab efforts, without leaving necessary time to try and find a solution."s2 

(c) Diplomacy was not Given .Enough Time and 

Opportunity. 

Many leaders and analysIS believed that the United States and her 

European allies, particularly Britain, were preparing for a military solution 

to the Gulf crisis from the very beginning, and diplomacy was not given 

enough time and opportunity to solve the crisis. On the next day of the 

invasion, August 3, 1990 King Hossein of Jordan visited Baghdad and 

announced a plan to hold a meeting of the leaders of Egypt, Jordan, Yemen, 
Suadi Arabia and Iraq in Jeddah on August 4-5,1990 to discuss the situation 

in the Gulf. But that meeting was never held and the Iraqis claimed that the 

meeting was postponed because of the US pressure on Saudi Arabia and 

Egypt.s3 

By the end of October, 1990 special Soviet envoy Yevgeny Primakov, 

a veteran Soviet Middle East expert who was personally known to Saddam 

Hussein for long time, visited Baghdad and proposed to offer Iraq two 

islands - Bubiyan and Warbah - and a slice of Ramallah oil fields, but 

the US rejected those proposals.S4The members of the Gulf Cooperation 

Council (GCC) and the US criticised Primakov's mission and accused the 

Soviet Union for trying to split the coalition, so the mission had to be 

abondoned. France was also interested in similar initiatives, but apparently 

S2 George O. Moffen, -Looting to. POltwar Arab Order-, 1M CArislio" Sci~'lu Molli.lor, Fcbunry 8, 

1991 .p. 6. 
!il. John Sigler, op. cil. p. 10 

S4. N6WSW«d, Oc:\obcr 29. 1990. p. 20. 
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did nOI succeed. The EC countries wan led 10 keep diploma lie options open 

to negotiale with Iraq. In early January, 1991 Germany look iniliative to sel 

up an independent EC commillee 10 negoliale wilh Iraq , bUI Britain 

vigorouSly opposed any European initiative wilhoul the US involvemenl in 

il.55 The Non-aligned Movement also offered its good offices 10 mediale the 

crisis, bUI, as il appeared, they were neilher heard nor given any 

opponunily. The Uniled Stales and Britain look strong stand and refused to 

negotiale with an "aggressor". As il appeared, from the very beginning of 

Ihe crisis Ihe US, along with Britain, was preparing for a war and not for a 

peaceful resolution of the Gulf Crisis. 

For the United Stales time was an important faclor because Yemen was 

supposed to take over the chairmanship of Ihe UN Security Council from 

December, 1990. In facI, by Ihe end of November 1990, any chance for 

peaceful resolution of the Gulf crisis was closed. Former Chairmen of the 

Joint Chiefs Qf Staff of Ihe US armed forces David Jones and Admiral 

William Crowe lold the Armed Services Commiuee on !:Iovember 28, 1990 

Ihal the military build up was closing off the President's options by forcing 

an early decision 10 use force rather than waiting for economic sanctions to 
work.56 

(d) Diplomalic and Economic Pressures were used 10 form 

Ihe A nli-Iraqi Coalilion 

The formalion of an anti-Iraqi coalition during the Gulf crisis 

encouraged President Bush 10 design a collecli.ve securily .arrangement for 

his New World Order. President Bush claimed,thal the whole world joined 

the US and the coalition againsllraq. Bul serious qUestions have been .raised 

on Ihe way the coalition was formed and functioned. As il has been observed 

earlier, Saudi' Arabia and other Gulf countries very reluctantly agreed. 10 

accepl the deploymenl of US troops in the Gulf region. As far as other Arab 

55. For detaw about European peace initiltives during the Gulf crisis. sce Romld Dannrcuther. "The Gulf 
Conflict: A Political and SU'aIc:gic Analysis", AiUlp/ti Ptl/Hr, roSS, l.aIdon). No. 264, Winter 1991-92, pp. 
~. ' 

56. John Sigler, op: ~i'. p. 74. 
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panicipanlS in tire coalition were concerned, they were also under various 

pressures to join the US-led coalition forces. There were lot of deals and 

trade-orrs in forming · the coalition. For joining the coalition, Egypt was 

relieved of a debt of $7 billion and Syria got Western recognition and a free 

rein in Lebanon. Moreover, there were strong deep-rooted personal reasons 

for the leaders of Egypt and Syria to join in an anti-Saddam coalition. 

Iraq, under the leadership of Saddam Hussein, organised the Arab world 

against the US sponsored Camp David Accords of 1979, and led the anti· 

Egyptian Steadfastness Front. There were also long and endless battles 

between Baghdad and Cairo for leadership in the Arab world. Furthermore, 

thousands of Egyptian workers lost their jobs in Iraq as she was suffering 

from severe economic crisis after the long Iran· Iraq war. There were also 

repons that Egyptian workers were mistreated and discriminated by the Iraqi 

regime. So an anti·Iraqi sentiment was rising high in Egypt. Moreover, 

Saddarn Hussein allegedly lied to Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak about 

the Iraqi intention before the invasion and thus undermined Mubark's 

credibility before the Arab leaders. Finally, being the largest recipient of 

US aid, after Israel, Egypt, for obvious reasons, could not afford not to 

support the US plan. 

As far as Syria was concerned, with the loss of her old patron, the 

Soviet Union, Damascus was eagerly looking for opportunities to improve 

relations with the West, panic'ularly with the United States, and the Gulf 

crisis brought that unique opponunity. Moreover, there were long and deep· 

rooted hatreds and animosities between the two Ba'athist parties of Iraq and 

Syria. During the long Iran·Iraq war Syria was the only Arab country that 

supported Iran against Iraq. Personal hatred, animosities and rival ries of 

Hafeez al·Assad and Saddam Hussein also played a role in Syria's joining in 

the US·led anti· Iraqi coalition force. As journalist John Cruickshank put i~ 

Syria had such a profound interest in seeing Iraq crippled that it could hardly 

remain oUlSide the tent." As far as other participanlS of the coalition were 

S7. John Cruickshank, ~So what's New Aboul New World Order'!~ TJs« CltristUJII Sci_ftC. Monitor, January 
25,1991, p. AI1. 
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concerned they had their own interests and compulsions to join the alliance. 

Britain, the most enthusiastic European participant to the Gulf crisis, was, 

in fact, in war with Iraq since early 1990. Personal vendetta and ego of 

Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher against Saddam Hussein also played a 

key role in Britain's joining in the US-led coalition force and punishing 

Iraq.58 

As far as France was concerned it is difficult to understand her position 

towards the Gulf crisis. But there was a clear division within the 

government about France's role in the Gulf War. It may be noted, however, 

that in the post-Cold War era America was emerging as an unchallenged 

superpower and France joined the coalition .force with a veiw to playing 

more active role in the post-Gulf War international system. 

Initially, the Soviet Union refused to join the anti-Iraqi coalition led by the 

US and opposed the use of force against Iraq. Moscow considered the Gulf 

crisis as an "intra-Arab" one an~preferred an "Arab solution" to it, but 

domestic political and economic situation, particularly the dire economic 

needs left it with no option than to support the US initiatives. And 

supports to the US on the Gulf crisis brought good dividends for her'9 

Gennany and Japan had no options than to support the US because of their 

security dependency on the US. Gennany and Japan could not participate in 

58. Then: wen:: also <Mer rasms for Bnuin's crllhw:ilSm for joining in the GuJ! crisis. (a) AflCf the victory 

in Falkland war, lbc old colonial noIuJgil rr.cmcrgcd in Briuin underthe leadctship of MugltCi Thatcher. (b) 

A. Britain's disputes with lhe European Community were growing over I numbcrof WUCI. thcconscrvative 

government wanted to devdop. dole political mel milituy .. stratcgic relations wilh the Unil.Cd States. (e) The 

eucuuon of British journalist F.rud Buoft by S.ddam Hussein in March, 1990 on the chll'lc of spying 

apinJt Iraq furtbel- deteriorated relations bdwec:n the two CCW\uic:s. rln.Uy, and mc.t impcwt.antly, (d) Iraq 

Invaded Kuwail. I focmcr British proux:tontc,. wbae Britain hid cnonnous CCOIlcxni.C interaU in lennI of 

uade and LnvCllmcnt. and the already troubled British cccnomy cw1d DOl afford to loose Kuwair.. 

59. IsSUCI of wide economic: cooperation bcl.wccn the US and the USSR were discussed in the Helsinki 
Summit. Praidaw. Bush promiJcd to lift ·all obctac1cs" to joint venWta in the Soviet Union. and Igreed to 

"f.ciliLl~ ncl hampei''' mo~ fruitful co-opcntion belwcc:n the Soviet URian and other countries. It was . lso 

.greed that the Sa:R:taty of StIi~ lamea BakICl" along with • group of American businessmen would visit 

M~cow within Wee days for further discussion Oft economic coopcntion. For dcuils see.. "Saviet·US l oint 

SutcmQ'll in Helsinki", PTUI R~1u.u by the prc:a information depattmcnt of the USSR Embwy in Dhaka, 

Bangladesh, P. R. No. 00/110. Scpcanber 11. J 990. The US also reportedly secured the USSR $ 3 billion 

(.ccording to uxMer eatimatc S 4 billion) loin frnm S.udi Af1.bi • . N.ruinJha Sil. op. cit. p. 46. 
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the War because of their constitutional limitations but had to pay for it, 

while Israel was paid for not participating in the war.60 

Although President Bush claimed that the Gulf War was a war of Iraq 

versus the whole world, factually it was not correct. Only twenty - eight 

countries (about 16% of the UN members) participated in the US - led anti -

Iraq coalition force and only 10 countries took part in the final hostilities 

that broke out on January 16, 1991. The two non - Arab Third World 

participants in the Gulf War - Bangladesh and Pakistan - were ruled by 

authoritarian regimes with debatable political support and legitimacy at 

home, and were fully dependent on the West and OPEC for their survival. 

However, public opinion in those countries was overwhelmingly 

against the war. In the case of Bangladesh the decision to send troops to 

Saudi Arabia was taken by the military regime of General Ershad whose 

government had no popular support and legitimacy at home. The military 

government was overthrown by popular upPisings in December, 1990. 

There were considerable anti-war and anti-US demonstrations all over the 

country, and the transitional government had to tak.c extraordinary steps to 

ensure security of embassies and citizens of countries which participated in 

the Gulf War. The government was also under serious pressure to bring 

troops back home from the Gulf. 

For Pakistan sending troops to Saudi Arabia was nothing new. 

Thousands of Pakistani troops were already serving in the Saudi defence 

forces before the Gulf-crisis. And considering the dependence of Pakistan's 

military regime on the US and Saudi aid Islamabad could nOl afford to 

respond otherwise. However, the public opinion was so anti-war and anti

American that even the government had to change policy and criticise the 

US and allied attacks on Iraq. 
Although some major Arab countries participated in the US-led 

coalition force against Iraq, the Arab world was sharply divided on the issue. 
The Iraqi invasion was denounced by almost all Arab countries, but many 

60. Accordina to rq:IOrtI Japen paid $12 billim (more than l'pan'.lMual foreign lid) to the coalition forces 
for the Gulf Wu. Germany paid $ 9 billion for the Wu, ,..twe US aid to Israel in 199().91 inc:reacd from $ 3 
billion to $ 5.6 billion. 
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Arab leaders simply could not support the idea of endorsing the US-led 

multinational forces destroying Iraq, once the bastion and centre of Arab 

culture and civilization. As far as the Arab public was concerned, they were 

never given chance to express their views, and were mainly horrified and 

disillusioned by the events in the Gulf. Although political activities and 

demonstrations were banned in most Arab countries by autocratic and 

dictatorial regimes, anti-war demonstrations broke out in many countries, 

including Egypt and Syria. Despite strict control and sensorship over press 

and media, the War was criticised and denounced by various sections of 

Arab press and media. 

In the Gulf War the US managed to pull all the strings together and to 

set up a central switch board to control the situation, but it may not be 

repeated, and major powers may have their own switch board in future 

conflicts. The equation of the Gulf War worked well mainly because it 

brought something for everybody, except for the aggressor and the victims 

of it In the words of Laurence Martin, 

Western Europe, Japan and nOlleasl the United States itself have a real and 
almost obsessional interest in the Gulf oil.. ... . ..... the United States, 
France and Britain were also paid off in cash ... ... ... China began to be 
forgiven what it was, Egypt got cash. weapons and preslige.61 

(e) Fragile Alliance 

Although it was widely publicised that the anti-Iraqi coalition was formed 

spontaneously with a view to implementing the UN resolutions, rocords 

show that the allied countries were sharply divided on the Gulf War and the 

coalition at the UN was formed mainly through vigorous dimplomatic and 

economic pressures and persuasions by the US. As it has been mentioned 

earlier, the French government was divided on the War and the Defence 

MinTsler resigned because of his disagreement with the Government on the 

Gulf War. The Soviet government was also deeply divided on the issue and 

foreign minisler Edward Shevardnadze had to resign before the War started. 

61 . laun:nce Martin, ffNational Scauity in the New World Ordcr~. TM World Toda,. ([be Royallnstiwlc. of 
International Affairs), Vol 48, No. 2, February 1992.. p. 22. 
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And there is hardly any guareantee that the Gulf alliance will hold together 

in future conflicts in the region am) beyond. 
During the Cold War the US Strategic argument was that it provided 

defence shields for Germany and Japan from Soviet nuclear attacks and in 
the new circumstances the US military is ensuring secured oil supply for 
them. However, it appears that these arguments are not being bought by 
Japanese and German leaders without question. As it has been mentioned 
earlier, the Japanese government agreed, very reluctant.1y , to contribute to 
the Gulf War and many Japanese believed that the supply of Middle Eastern 
oil would have been more secured without the US military intervention into 
the region. Although Germany supported the US in the Gulf War and 
provided aid, she was also concerned about the crisis and appealed for 
restraint in the War. In an interview with Die Welt in early December, 
1970, Chancellor Kohl expressed concern when he said, "Armed conflict in 
the Middle East would hit us very hard". He also concluded that "there will 
be no peace unless the Arab·lsraeli and the Lebanon conflicts are ended by 
negotiations."62 For future conflicts .a strong united Germany may set her 
own agenda and priority rather than s imply following the US commands. 
Assertiveness in German foreign policy was already evident as it hastened to 
recognise the independent states of Croatia and Slovenia at a time when the 
US was maintaining rather ambivalence towards the Yugoslav civil war. 

(n Disputed UN Role in the Gulf Crisis. 

Although the UN Security Council adopted 12 Resolutions against 
Iraq, the process of adoption was not all too easy. China, one of the 
Permanent Members of the UN Security Council, was reluctant to suppon 
the use of force against Iraq. The US assured China of a huge loan guarantee 
from the World Bank on favourable terms and it was also promised that the 
Chinese Foreign Minister would be received in the White House, for the 
first time since the Tiananmen square incident of 1989. Hence, as the trade
off China did not veto the UN Resolution 678, but abstained, and the US 
delegate in the World Bank did not veto the loans to China but abstained. 

62 TlIfW,lloccmber 10. 1990. p. 16. 
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In September. 1990, on the eve of the Helsinki Summit Soviet Foreign 
Minister Edward Sheverdnadze made it clear that Moscow would not suppon 

the use of military force against Iraq. The Soviet Union also placed three 

conditions for joining the anti-Iraqi coalition in the Gulf .crisis; (a) The 

troops must be designated as UN troops and serving under UN flag, (b) The 

commander of the UN forces should not necessarily be an American, and (c) 
the war must be approved by the UN63. However, Mr. Shevardnadze agreed 

that if more impressive steps were required, the Soviet Union should 

suggest to reactivate the UN Military Staff Committe:64 But as it appeared 

from the Joint Statement of the Helsinki Summit, the Soviet Union failed 

to pursue its objective under the US pressure and agreed to "consider 

additional ones (steps) consistent with the UN Chaner".M 
Yemen and Cuba, who abstained when the UN Security Council 

Resolution 678 was adopted, were under pressure from the United States. 
The New York Times disclosed a story that minutes after the Yemeni 
delegate joined the Cubans in voting against Resolution 678 at the Security 
Council, a senior American diplomat was instructed to tell him, "that was 
the most expensive "no" vote you ever cast" - meaning that it could end 
American help to Yemen66. According to one Arab leader, "Washington 
simply hijacked the UN in order to cloak its foul designs in a cloak of 
international respectability, and as a result the institution has been ruined. 
Bush's 'new world order' is just American imperialism and militarism 
rampant, and nobody will ever trust the poor old UN again". 67 

Political leaders and experts on international law also raised questions 
about the procedure and legitimacy of the UN Resolution authorising 
the use of force against Iraq. Richard Gardner, a professor of international 
law at Columbia University challenged the UN role when he said, "The 
UN can't be ........ an authorizer of war and at the same time be a mediator"68 

63. TIJfV~ Ckwbcr 15, 1990. P. 43. 

64. Gollm MOIl.If., ~Sovid. Policy To .... ards the Gulf Crisis", BliSS }oIU7lO.I, Vol. 12. No. I, 1991. p. 66. 
65. /biJ. 

66. Tlu New YorA: Times, December 2, 1990. 
67. Tiv Gautl4. (Monuul). Marcll6, 1991. 

68. Luei. Mouat, "United Nauoca' Mulliple Roles It Odds in Confronting Gulr. TIw Citrin"", ScUIiU 
M oflitor, January 22. 1991 . p. S. 
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Eric Hoskins accused the UN for violating its own Charier by declaring 
waragainsl one of its member Slales.69 During lhe Gulf crisis, for the firsl 
time, the UN approved the use of food and medicine as weapon againsl 
innocenl civilians. Some Arab leaders raised queslions aboul the role of the 
UN .in the Gulf War. According 10 one Arab leader, 

The irony of this War is that it is waged under the cloak of international 
legitimacy and in the name of the UN which was crated to preserve, peace, 
security, justice and to resolve disputes through dialogue, negotiations and 
diplomacy.70 

He also wondered "If this is an example of the fulure role of the UN in 
the new world order, whal an ominous fUlure lies before all nalions"." He 
surely echoed voices of many Third World leaders. 

II is of len argued thai the Gulf War was aUlhorised by the UN and was 
foughl under its banner. The allied members also believe lhalthe Gulf War 
was a viclory for lhe United Nalions in the new intemalional siluation 
which can be replicated for a New World Order. Bul serious questions have 
been raised on whether the Gulf War was foughl under the banner of the UN 
and whether il was a viclOry for the UN. The dominant view is thai in the 
Gulf war the UN compromised its credibilily no mailer how lhe Wesl 
explains it Even the former Secrelary General of lhe UN Peres de Cuellar 
argued thal 

The victory over Iraq was not at all a victory for the United Nations. 
because it was not its war. It was not a United Nations war. General 
Schwarzkopf was not wearing a blue helmel.72 

He also expressed concern aboul the Organizalion's diminishing 

credibilily in the Arab world, and conduded thai if nexl Saddam Hussein 

would eome either in the Middle Easl, Africa or in Latin America and 

gobble up a peaceful neighbour, the response of the world body would never 

be the same. 

69. Eric Hoskins. "Iraqi ~vilians were !.he I'Clllosas~ . Tiv Oltawa Citiu". J&nuuy 17, 1992, P. A 11. 
70. Aileen McCabe. ~Crisis roc the UN". TIw Ouowa CitiulI, February 12, 1991 . 
11. Ibid. 

12 T"6 O"awa CiliulI, Febnary 9. 1992 
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During the Korean War and the Gulf War the US was willing to use the 

UN (during the Gulf War the Soviet Union was also a strong supponer to 

involve the UN) for achieving her foreign policy goals because there was no 

serious opposition, but it may not happen in future crises, particularly 

when the US interests will be at stake and other major powers will not 

agree to subscribe to the US views. Historically also the US and the USSR 

were behind many of the impediments which limited the scope for the UN ,.' 

in fulfilling its roles in maintaining international peace and security. 

There are other reasons why the UN role in the Gulf crisis cannot be 

generalised and made a model for future collective security. 
i. The US had no intention of going through the UN, but the allies, 

particularly Canada, France and the Soviet Union inveigled the US 
administration to go through the UN and thus to give an international 
legitimization of the War . Britain strongly opposed the idea of going 
through the UN for the approval of the war against Iraq. There was also a 
strong lobby in the US Administration for nOl going through the UN 
Security Council because of the apprehension that any veto from a 
Permanent Member could jeopardise the US plan . While the ultra
conservatives accused President Bush for making the US policy subservient 
to the UN at a time when the UN was pleased to be subservient to the US . 
However, there was a clear understanding that even if the Council failed to 
approve a resolution authorising the use of force it would not stop the US 
to go to the War in the Gulf.73 

ii . The United Nations was neither formed nor equipped for dealing 

with wars. It is not possible for the UN to draw a line on how much force, 

when and by whom to be used. For example, in the case of the Gulf War, 

the UN Security Council authorised "to use all necessary measures" against 

Iraq if Iraq failed to withdraw from Kuwait by January IS, 1991, but it never 

explicitly approved the use of military force against Iraq. And there was also 

73. British Prime: Minister John Major wu ruongly against COinS Ibrough the. UN Security Council, 
because of the Ipp~hension lhIl any veto from I Pcnnlllncnt Mcmbet would kill the war effortS. Even 
Canada which .lwI)'S insisted on acting through the UN was rady lO support the US 10 use force IglinSllraq 
without the UN Ipprov.l The US .. greed lO gel the War authoriKd by Ihe UN Security Council M\Y when 
WuhinglOrl was assured by Frlnce, USSR and Olina th.1 the)' would not oppose the move. 
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no mention of where (meaning which parts of Iraq or Kuwait) and how 

much military force to be used to force Iraq to withdraw from Kuwait. The 

UN ha~ no control over the Gulf War and the Secretary General was not 

even infonned about the· start of the War and its subsequent developments 74. 

iii. In the Gulf Crisis the UN intervention served the interests of major 

powers so it was easy to act through the UN. But in future conflicts when 

such action may jeopardize the interests of major powers, it will not be 

possible for the UN Security Council to act collectively, rather individual 

powers will act independently and unilaterally to achieve their goals and 

objectives. 

A new , orld order can not be built on the experience of the UN during 

the Gulf War. The Gulf War rather demostrated how the UN can be used and 

man'i,pulated by the United States in the absence of a balance of power in 

international system. Leonard Johnson believes that, the Gulf War was not 

a triumph for the United Nations, rather it demonstrated the dependence of 

that body on the power and consent of the United States. 7S 

(g) Divided US Public Opinion 

The Gulf War was supponed by majority of the American people, but 

it was not supported by all American people as claimed by the 

Administration and media. The division in public opinion was cl,,:arly 

reflected in the voting pattern of the US Congress on the Gulf War. On 

January 12, 1991 the US Congress authorised President Bush "to usc 

United States armed force pursuant with the United Nations Security 

Council Resolution 678" against Iraq. The vote in favour was 52-47 in the 

Senate, 250-183 in the House.76 

The US Administration was also reponedly divided on the issue of the 

use of force against Iraq. There are repons that Collin Powel, the Chairman 

74. These poinlS were raised by two !cctun:n 31 !he Univenity of Melbome uw School in lhe monthly 
jowml of the United Nations Associllion in Austnlia. May, 1991. 
75. Leonard V. Johnson, lime for Convnon Soc:urity~, Th~ Bu/hli" 0/ AlOmic SCi~lIfists. June 1991 . p. 

23. 

76. Th~ Global RIPOFf. op. cit, p. 1. 
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of the Joinl Chiefs of Staff was againsl the war and tried 10 convince the 
President 10 give sanctions al leasl IWO more years to work, bUI President 
Bush dismissed the argumenl.77 There were cominued debales within the 
Administration belween those who preferred 10 cominue the embargo and 
those who preperred immediale solution of the crisis by using force. 

Brzezinski, the former Nalional SecurilY Adviser and Paul NilZe, 
Depuly Secretary of Slale and arms control negOlialor, also favoured the 
cominuation of embargo againsl Iraq for years. Former Secretary of Slale 
Cyras Vance, leslifying before the House Armed Services Commiuee on 
November 19, 1990 said. 

Sanctions are working and the blockade and embargo are biting. The 
sanctions policy mus t be given a chance to prove itself and nOl be cut 
short by offensive action initiated by the United States.18 

Even General Norman Schwarzkpof, commander of the allied forces in 
the Gulf, in an imerview in November, 1990 pulished on January 28, 
1991, said, "If the a1lernative 10 dying is siuing oul in the sun for another 
summer, then thaI's nOl a bad allernalive ........... I am nOI rushing into a 
baIlie. I'm nO! General Cusler.79 

The Imernational Instilule of Economics, a Washinglon based think 
lank, published Ihe resull of an extensive sludy of 115 cases of sanclions 
and concluded thaI sanctions worked only in 34% of cases, bUlan Ihe case 
of Iraq the sludy predicted 100% chances of success. The Inslilute predicled 
Ihal sanctions againsllraq would succeed by the ran of 1991.'0 Mosl of the 
US allies, including Japan, were in favour of conlinuing Ihe embargo 
againsllraq for a longer period. Kan 110, a foreign policy anaIysI for ruling 
Liberal Democratic Party of Japan wrole, 

Keeping severe economic sanctions, boycotting Iraqi oil for a long time, 
say the next 50 years, will deprive Iraq of almost all of its expon income 
and drive its economy back to a primitive, impoverished one. The 
majority of Japanese prefer this type of harsh but non-violent plUlishmcnt 
10 a violent one.St • 

n. Bob Woodward in his bact, Tile Co~rs. (Simon and Schuster, New York). 1991. pves details (# 

the decision-making mlchanism within the US Adminisu-llion during the Gulf Wu. pp. 40-42-
78. TN. Global Report, op. cit. p. 3. 
79. TN. New Yori rUMs, hnulfY 28, 1991 . 
SO. G. Ilufbauc-, K. A. Elliot and J. 1. Schou. £COMmie S4MfiotU RtCOlUuurd WuhiDgtCln, InsliwlC for 

lntcnulialll Ecomonics, 1991 . 

81. 1M New Yori TiIrtu. hnulry 30, 1991. 
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The US public opinion on war against Iraq was also sharply divided by 

other considerations. The entire Congressional Black Caucus, except Gary 

Franks, voted against the January 12, 1991 resolutions to use military force 

against Iraq. Although polls showed that more than two-thirds of the 

Americans supported the War in the Gulf, only 50% of African Americans 

supported it, in contrast with more than 80% of white.82 In addition, 

massive anti-war demonstrations took place throughout Europe and North 
I America. 

(h) Domestic Compulsions 

There were also a numbel of domestic considerations and compulsions 

for President Bush to go to the War in the Gulf President Bush was lacking 

personal charisma of his predecessor Ronald Reagan and only 48% of 

Americans were satisfied with his performance.83 The grim realities of 

domestic politics and economy made it difficult for the President to keep his 

election promises and at the same time the Savings and Loan scandal with 

his son's involvement in it further damaged the credibility of Bush 

Adminstration. Moreover, with the Cold War coming to an end and the 

Soviet Union on the verge of collapse, the powerful military industrial 

complex in the United States was really worried about poss ible defence 

budget cuts and losses of lucrative arms trade worldwide. So there was a 
strong lobby in Washington either to preserve existing conflicts or to create 

new ones to justify military build up and arms sales worldwide. Iraqi 

invasion of Kuwait apparently served the above mentioned intercsts. 

After the war itself, President Bush tried to use the victory in the Gulf 

War to increase his personal image and popularity, as he said, "Our success 

in the Gulf will shape not only the world order we seck but our mission 

here at home.""' Asking the Congress to support his initiati ves on 

transportation and crime he said, "If our forces could win the ground war in 

&2. Tit. Nrw Yor. Tcmu, Mud!. 2, 1991 . p. A 23. 

83. rlu WorldPrus R."w. ~ 1990, pp.l5 -16. 

14. Pruident BUlb', speech at the joint lCSSion of the US Congn:ss on Mlrt:h 6. 1991 . op. cit, p. 3. 
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1 ()() hours, then surely the Congress can pass this legislation in 100 

days. "'5 However, it appears that it was not too easy for President Bush to 

fully convince the American public about the justification of the war. 

(i) US Hidden Agenda in the Gulf War 

Although the declared objectives of the Gulf War were to seek 

immediate and unconditional withdrawal of Iraqi troops from Kuwai t, to 

restore the legitimate government of Kuwait, to ensure the securlity and 

stabi lity of the Gulf region, and to protect lite lives of American citizens 

abroad,86 the US had a number of hidden items in the agenda, to take contral 

over Near Estern oil resources, to destroy Iraq's military potential and 

capabi lity and thus to ensure Israel's security, to test the accuracy, 

effectiveness and deterrent power of some modern weapons like the Patriot 

missiles in a real war situation, to show Japan and Germany that the US is 

the only power that can ensure their economic security and prosperity, and 

finally, of course,to emerge as the undisputed world lcader. 

There is no doubt that oil was an important factor in the Gulf W3I. On 
August 2, 1990 in the first meeting of the US National Security Council 

on the Gulf crisis, much of the discussion was on oil , and President Bush 

expressed concern that "with control of 20% of the world's oil , Saddam 

could manipulate the price and threaten the US economic recovery"'7 The 

President also recognised the importance of oil in his State of the Union 

address in January, 199 1 when he said the Americans know, "we must make 

sure that control of world 's oi l resources does not fall into his (Saddam 

Hussein) hands, only to finance further aggression".88 According to Pam 

Solo, "The new world order was merely the higher principle needed to 

Middle Eastern oil"'9 Judith Kipper, a Middle East Expert at the Brookings 

85. Ibid p. 4 

86. President Bush outlined these objectives in his addres.s from Oval Office on August 8. 1990. Presidcnl 

Bush, Ibe Anbian Peninsula; US Principles ~. Tlte US DeptJTlfMA' of SUl~ DispalCll/. No. ). (Sc:ptc:mbcr 

3, 1990), pp. 52-53. 

87. John Sigler. op, cil. p. 70. 

88. TM WashillglOli Post, JarlWlt] 30. 1991. 
89. Pam Solo ! .lking LII .... Waging WarR

, TM Bulklill 0/ Atomic Sciuuisu" June 1991 , p. 25 . 
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Institute put it more blantly, 'The truth is, the US has just two interests in 

the Middle East oil and Israel. And everything else is peripheral".90 

Zbigniew Brlezinski, former National Security adviser to President 

Carter, while assessing the benefits of the War concluded that the US access 

to oil was no more in jeopardy as America clearly emerged as a predominant 

power in the Gulf and the Middle Fast and the Soviet Union had been 

reduced in the area to the status of specU1t0r.91 

There is also a widespread view, held by most of the Arab and other 

Third World countries, that one of the major US objectives in the Gulf War 

was to destroy Iraq's military machine, although the US denied it. Questions 

were raised about the way the War was conducted, whether it was necessary 

to destroy the civilian economy of Iraq, power plants, communications, 

uansportation, water and sanitary systems which only added to the 

sufferings of innocent civilians. Some Permanent Members of the UN 

. Security Council, including the Soviet Union and China, expressed their 

concerns about the excessive damage of Iraq. Even Iran, an arch rival of Iraq, 

aecused the US for seeking the destructions of Iraq's military and economic 

capabilities. 

Another US objective in the Gulf War was to demonstrate the US 

power and capability in the post-Cold War era and to ensure "who is in 

charge there (Middle East)":n as one Arab ex pelt put it, 

9O.J¥ 

From all indications, the term (new world order) aptly describes an 
unipolar world in which the political will of the US, supported by a 
preponderance of American military power, can no longer be challenged by 
smaller ppwer with impunity. In Ihe context of the US-Iraq confrontation. 
the new world order is viewed by many Arabs as heralding Ihe onset of a 
process of recolonization of Arab land (through American military 
presence) and an unremitting American monopolization of Arab oil 
resources.93 

91. T1u New fori Tu,u$, April 21 . 1991. 
92 ,JOIn Galtung, • Whll would Peace. in the Middle: Ew l...oot Like. Or Is II Pouibler Bullet;" 0/ Peace 
Propolau. Vol. 22, No. 3, 1991, p. 246 

93. Khalil Bathoum, Ihe~Crisisand a New World Otdct", MEl. II JlIInulliry 1991, p. 21. 
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II was also an opponunily for the US 10 prove 10 lbe Japanese and 
Germans lbal despile lbe end of cold War lbeir economic securilY is still 
uncertain and vulnerable, and only the US has Ihe necessary power and 
potential 10 prolecllbem. Ola Tunander went even funher and observed thaI 
the Gulf War was direcled al Germany and Japan indireclly, and in the 
ultimale analysis once again Germany and Japan were "defealed" by the 
Uniled States." 

Since the fall of Iran, one of Ihe "Iwin pillars" of US policy in the 
Gulf, the United Stales was looking for permanent military presence in 
the Gulf, bUllbe members of the Gee opposed any direcl US involvement 
inlo lbe the region. The Gulf crisis broughl an opportunily for lbe US 10 be 
direcUy involved into lbe Gulf securilY syslem and 10 pursuade lbe oil rich 
Arab Gulf countries lbal only the US can ensure lbe securilY and stabililY of 
the region. The Gulf crisis broke OUI al a time when lbe fUlure of American 
IrOOpS in Europe and around lbe world, including Germany and Ihe 
Philippines, were uncertain and the US was looking for new base facilities 
in slralegic places with possible economic gains, and lbe Gulf region was 
obviously Ihe besl choice. And lasl bUI not the leasl, the viclOry over Iraq 
in lbe Gulf War had washeil off lbe Vietnam syndrome. 

There are other polilical, economic and mililary conslraims and 
limitations making lbe Gulf War a model for the New World Order. 

(i) Iraq occupied Kuwail, one of the richesl counlries in Ihe world, 
which had greal economic and slIalegic importance 10 lbe Wesl. The 
Viclims of Iraqi aggressions (Kuwail, Saudi Arabia and olber oil-rich Gulf 
counlries) had finacial resources 10 pay back for lbe War.9S BUI if a poor 
counlry were Ihe viclim of aggression by a powerful neighbour; will lbe 
response be lbe same as il was during Ihe Gulf War? The answer is 
obviously debatable. The experience of Ihe Gulf War was .unique one. II 
was more of an exception lban a rule, and il is hard 10 foresee lbal il will be 
repeated. 

94. 011 Tunander. ~Bwh's Bn.ve New Wodd: A New World Order, A New MiliLtI)' Stntegy~. BuI~rUc 0/ 
Pcoce Proposal. Vol 22. No. 4, December 1991 . p. J6S. 

95. Saudi An.bi. 'gra:d 10 pick up all fud. Wiler and 1hc war costs, whereas the Kuwaiti gavc:mment-in-u.ile 
took the ltanspc>rt.tion. COIlS of the US uoops suuoncd in lhe Kingdom. In elrly September. 1990 the 
Kuwaiti government-in-exile promised US Secretary of Stale James Biker 10 PlY 51 billion moody foc 
mlint.lining the US lroopS in Siudi Arabi • . The Emir also promised 10 PlY $5 billion, and usurcd Buer 
thlt -We will flO( spare Iny Imwnl o r Iny value. We will give lOhll.C:Vtt is ntcCU.I)'~ , TIv OttawaCiriull, 

September 8, 1990. It will never be known how much thlt Gulf counlries hid paid or niD paying 10 lhc. 

allied counLries for the Gulf War. 
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The participants of a Non-proliferation Forum held in Washington in 

November, 1990 also cautioned against "making the Gulf crisis a model for 

future action because of significant differences - cultural, economic and 

political - with other areas of the world."96 

(ii) The Gulf War can not be a model for a New World 9rder even from 

a purely miliwy point of view. Iraq was not at all a major power. The . 

allied countries and Western press and media created an image of Iraq's army 

as "the fourth largest" in the world to glorify the win and make it more 

worthwhile, but, as Professor Jacobsen notes "The image was clearly a 

mirage", and Iraq's military was only that of a Third World nation.97 Even 

then the United States had to ask miliwy help from all over the world, 

including from major European powers and to deploy more than half a 

million troops with all sophisticated weapons in the US arsenal to fight 

against Iraq. It took the coalition forces 42 days to defeat Iraq. The Gulf war 

has also proved that the US weapons are not as superior, accurate and smart 

as they are thought to be.98 K. Subrahmanyam, a noted Indian defence 

analyst wrote, 

It is ridiculous to talk of a new world order after a short war in which a 
large coalition. including the military forces of a number of major powers, 
defeated a mid·level developing nation with a paranoid dictator.99 

On the first anniversary of the Gulf War, columnist George Will 

wrote, "If that war (G ulf War), in which the United States and a largely 

rented and Potemkin coalition of allies smashed a nation with the GNP of 

96. Rcpon of Nonp~liferations F<nIm, op. cit. p. 2-
97. Carl G. lIcobscn. "The Gulf Wu Revisited: New World Order or OldT S'cW'ill Ii S,rOLtBiu Ari" 

(Centre de Rcsen:hes sur I' As;e. Hull. Quebec), No. 3, April. 1991, p. 26. For Brzezinski's views on 

sanctions sec., TIw W4Ihi"lro ... Post, March 3 , 1991 . 

98. According to Pattlgon reports, 148 US troo!»died in the Gulf War. 35 were killed by -friendly nrc
(American ltOOpS r1ring mist.akcnly It each other), llu::-percc:nu,ge of friendly ftre in the Gulf War .... as 10 

limes higher than .ny other .... n in the 20th century. The US Anny .Mounced to spend S20 million in 

training and lC:Chnology to reduce friendly fire casualties during any future butks, Tit. Chriscitllt Sci~'IU 

Monitor, January 10, 1992. More than 100.000 IOnS of bombs wen: dropped m lnq, only seven percent of 

it .... en: osman" or elccttcnicaUy-guidc:d bombs and 15 pen:cnt of the bant. missed their military t.ugeu. For 

dcl.ails see. Erie HOIi.kins, op. cir. 

99. K. Subrahrnanyam, "Some Nations More Equals than Othc:rs~, Till BuJ/trj" of Atomoc ScitlfWrs, June 

199I,p. 21. 
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Kentucky, could .... .... make America feel good about itself, !hen America 

should not feel good about itself'.IOO 

(iii) The US economy simply cannot finance another war like !he Gulf 

War and !here is no guarantee !hat in any future war !he allied forces will 

pay for the American bills. In terms of many economic and social 

indicators America is much weaker now !han it was in the 1950s and 

1960s.'OI During the Gulf War, it was for !he nrst time, !he US had to 

solicit huge contributions from Japan, Germany and the Gulf countries to 

finance !he War, and they paid because of their economic, security and 

strategic interests. The US Administration was also satisfied that it did not 

need to bear !he burden of !he war alone. As President Bush said in his State 

of the Union Address in January, 1991 : 

I am heartened that we are not being asked to bear alone the financial 
burden of this slrUgglc. Last year our friends and allies provided the bulk of 
the economic cost of (Operation) Desert Shield, and having now received 
commitments of over $40 billion for the f1151 three months or 1991, I am 
confident that they will do no less as we move through (Operations) Desert 
Storm.1OZ 

Paul Kennedy and others were afraid !hat !he US, like old empires in 

!he past, was in danger of "imperial overstretch" and !he victory in !he Gulf 

War may feed an illusion in !he minds of the Adminstration !hat the US 

will remain number one power for generation after generation . But to 

remain a great power,.according to Kennedy, 

lOll George F. Will, ~America 5houldn't fcd good about its viCiory aver Inlq~. Thl Ottawa Ci tizen. JDI\UO.r'j 

17.1992-
101. In 1945lhe US produced Iboul65% or gloMI manufactured goods, now Ihe share reduced (0 only 25%. 
America is the largest debtor nalion in lhe world with huge uadc. and budget ddiciLl. America is no more the 

principal donor coontry to the Third World nations. The US roreign aid, including CCQ'lomic and miliary, 

hils C.llen lO 0.21 percent of its GNP from 0.3.5 pc:roent during the 1960s. Despite the slogans of free trade, 
until the: World War-O the: US mmct was vinuilly closed for outsiders. A study by the: Organiz.ation for 
Economic Cooperation and Devdopment in 1989 shows thn during the 1980$ when most industrillised 
countries moved towards lower barriers. the US erected new barriers. Fot details, see David Gergen. 
"America's Missed Oppof\Unities~. Foreigfl A//ain. Amcric(J aNi 1M World 1991 ·92, pp. 4-5. 
102. Praident Bush's SUite oCthe Union Address on January 29, 1991. Tiu WasNflglOfI Pos,. JanUollry 30, 
1991. 
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America requires not just military capability (and) national will, but also a 
flourishing and efficient economic base, strong finances and a healthy 
social fabric, it is upon such foundations that the country's military 
sttength rests in the long run.1 03 

Domestic economic problems of the US worsened during the Gulf War. 

According to a repon the number of jobless workers increased by 700,000 

between August 1990 and March. 1991 to 7.7 million.t04 Although 

President Bush relentlessly tried to reinvigorate the economy by using the 

success in the Gulf War, no result was visible. As Richard Joseph of New 

York Times observed, 

And, of course the fog o{ war did not hide the deepening crisis at home; 
disgraceful public schoois. inadequate health care and cities sinking in 
drugs and crime. While tens of billions must be found to cover the war's 
cosl, slates are shuply cuning health. education and welfare programs. lOS 

Peter Pringle, a British journalist, might have echoed opinions of many 

ordinary Americans when he wrote, "What America really needed was a way 
of outsmarting Japanese televisions, VCRs, computers, and cars, not some 

distant dictator's stock of nasty weapons". 106 

(iv) Despite triumphant victory, the Gulf War failed to generate 
enthusiasm and long lasting . impressions among the American public, 
although President Bush repeatedly tried to reinvigorate the spirilS. Even 
after one year of the War, there is no consensus on how to evalate the Gulf 
War and the US victory. As Kenneth Phillips, managing editor of Empire 
Press, pulS it, "If you ask 10 people, you'll get II oPinionst'J7 The victory 
in the War appears to have heen overshadowed by the hard reality of 
domestic economic and social problems. Analysts wonder how such a well 
publicised victory in the Gulf War can be forgonen in such a short time. 
And in the election year when President Bush was facing angry voters and 
his challegers used "America first" as a popular slogan, the New World 
Order was no doubt, shelved at least for the time being. 

103. ~Plll AmeriC&NI and the New World Ordct~ . DewloptrWlII HodilW, Issue No. 4, 1991, p. 2 
104. TM New forI: Tunu. Much 7. 1991. p. A9 

1<15 . Richard Joseph, ~ Injusticc Taints the lust War' -. in fu New York Tinws, Much 2, 1991, p. A23. 
106. TM Wa,r.IU....,1011 Post , March 3, 1991, p. E3. 

101. David Holmstrom. -Cheers for Gulf War Fade as US Economy Suggcrs-. The ChriSliQII Scill'u 
Marti/or, January 10. 1992 
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(v) The Gulf War has not only polarised the West and the Arab world, 

but further antagonised North-South relations. Rightly or wrongly, the Gulf 

War has been interpreted by many as a war of West vs the Third World or 

the US vs the Arabs or the rich vs the poor. Massive anti-war and anti

American demonstrations took place nOl only in the Islamic countries but 

also in non-Islamic. Third World countries like India, Nepal, Nigeria and Sri 

Lanka. In a way the Gulf'War reivigorated the ideas and spirits of the 

decolonizations process. There are shared understandings among the 

developing countries that the West through the Gulf War tried to exploit 

their resources and sought to establish political dominance in the Gulf 

region. So despite military victory over Iraq, the US failed to regain its lost 

credibility and sell ideas of a New World Order to the Third World countries. 

Already many countries in the region, including Iran, have rejected the ideas 

of the proposed New World Order on me ground that it can neither benefit 

the region nor the world pro-peace camp. 10. 

(vi) Infonnation on the Gulf War was severly censored. Both the sides 

had great interests to hide the damages and casualties of the war. As James 

der Derian concluded, 

in the Gulf War. !.he lightly controlled. aesthetically clean images 
presented an appealing portrait of military techonolgy solving intractable 
diplomatic problems. This was a war whose victory was measured in the 
field of perception not political reality and played out in the method and 
mClaphor of gaining. not the history and horror of warring.t09 

As a result even one year after the War the total human and material 

costs of the War were sti ll nOl known. The UN damage assessment team 

under Under-Secretary Marti Ahthissari assessed the Iraqi damage as, "near 

apocalyptic results upon the economic infrastructure of what has been, until 

January 1991, a rather highly urbanised and mechanised society".'l° In an 

indepth study of 9,000 Iraqi households, a team of 90 Harvard researchers 

108. ~BUd\'5 Call Cor Mideast 'New Order' Criticised~. Tchnn R.dio Dom~c Service in Persian, January 

19. 1990, FB/S·NES·9/·020, 30 January 1991. 
109. James Ou Deriln. ~S!N : lntcmltional Theory: Bllkaniutim Ind lheNew World Qnb-, MiluNliwrs. 

Vol 20. No. 3, Winter 1991. p. 502.. 
110. TJuNtUwlf., January28,I99I . 
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found lIlalllle rale of child mortalilY in Iraq trippled since lIle War. The 

sludy also concluded lIlal'aboul50,OOO of Iraqi children mighl die due to war 

and sanctions, and more Ihan one million children may suffer from 

malnutrition. I I I 

All lIle parties, including Iraq, had inleresls in nOl disclosing lIle total 

casualties of lIle War. The lotal dealll of coal ilion forces was 268. There is 

no confirmed casuallY figures for lraqIl2 According to Washingion Post an 

eSlimaled 100,000 Iraqis died in baule. Estimaled 5,000 10 15,000 Iraqi 

civilians died in coalilion air altacks, and uplO 100,000 mighl have died 

from diseases and malnutrition.lll According to Iraqi Heallll Minister close 

10100,000 Iraqis, including 31,033 children under five, had died by lIle end 

of 1991 from sanctions-related shortages of food and medicine combined 

wilh bad sanitations. I 14 The deaths of Kurds and Shiiles in posI-GulfWar 

civil wars are nOI known. 

The lotal economic costs and environmental damges of lIle Gulf War 

are still nOI assessed. UplO June, 1991 Christian Science Monitor estimated 

lIle COSIS (only d~mages and income loss) as $ 270 billion for Iraq, S 84 

billion for Kuwail, $ 34 billion for Saudi Arabia and $ 21 billion for 

Jordan. The War had also serious implicalions for Ihe Third World 

countries, particularly in lIle forms of IOSI revenues, trade incomes, refugee 

problems and economic burdens. No figures for lIle losses of Third World 

countries in lIle War are available. The War also had serious environmental 

implicalions. The Gulf War crealed one of lIle mOSI severe man-made 

environmental damages in history. I 16 As Professor John Sigler pointed oul, 

lll.lbid 
112. Tile N«w Yor*. Timu (March J, 1991) quoting some US miliary officials give the figure of 25,000-

50,000 dead. James Adams afTimes (March 3, 1991) bclieYe5 thn the Iraqi lOll cou1d be 200,000. Williem 

Eckhardt, Research Director for the Lentz Peace Rcseateb labanLOr)' d SL Louis, cstima.ted 100,000 soldiers 

and I 00,000 civililns died in Ihe Gulf War. 1M. OIIilWDCitiu,ll.. Dc:ccmber 28, 1991, p. 88 

113. T"~ Washi .... ,to .... Post, June 23, 1991 . 

114. TM OllawtJCiuu,ll.. February 7. 1992. 
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lIle flood of refugees and lIle massive scale of human sufferings have raised 

new questions about the human costs in the opening chapter of what 

President Bush labelled as a New World Order.1l1 

(vii) There are also some analysts who believe that a world order can 

not be built on lIle experience of the Gulf War, because ideas of world orders 

originated in Europe and any new world order must be Euro-centric and 

Euro-based and its fate must be decided in Europe, not in the Middle EaSl"8 

In lIle following chapter we will analyse lIle implications of the Gulf 

War for the issues and conflicts in lIle Middle East after more than one year 

of !he War. 

V. THE NEW WORLD ORDER AND THE MIDDLE EAST 

Although President Bush denounced Saddarn Hussein's claim to link 

Iraqi withdrawal from Kuwait willl ' Israeli willldrawal from occupied 

territories and Syrian willldrawal from Lebanon, with a view to keeping the 

fragile alliance together Washington had to make serious commitments, 

particularly to its Arab allies IIlat it would work hard for peace in the Middle 

East immediately after lIle War. In his speech to lIle joint session of 

Congress on March 6, 1991 President Bush unveiled his delililed plan for 

Middle East peace in post-Gulf War period. He outlined four key challenges 

to be met for peace in lIle Middle Easl 
First, to create New Security arrangement in lIle Gulf willl the US 

participation in the joint exercises involving both air and ground forces, and 

a permanent presence of US naval forces in lIle region. The US also 
proposed for a new security system in the Gulf involving the US to protcct 
its vital interests in the region. 

Second, to controlllle proliferation of weapons of mass destruction and 
missiles used to deliver !hem. President Bush noted lIlat it would be tragic 
if lIle nations of !he Middle East and Persian Gulf were, in the wake of War, 
to embark on a new arms race. 

117. John Sigler, op. ci •. p.TI 

118. David Stafford., ''Cracking die whip It I new world order n. CI"is,iDIe SCUftC6 MOMlor, February S. 
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Third, to create new opportunities for peace and stability in the Middle 

East. To close the gap between Israel and the Arab comprehensive peace 

seitlement based on the UN Security Council Resolutions 242 and 338 and 

on the principle of "territory for peace". 

Fourth , to foster economic development for the sake of peace and 

progress , to address the immediate economic consequences of Iraq's 

aggression and to foster economic freedom and prosperity for all people of 

the region.1l9 

President Bush's proposals appeared to be a good start. But after more 

than one year of the Gulf War the US has failed to address these issues, 

except for the liberation of Kuwait from Iraqi occupation. In the following, 

we will analyse the implications of the New World Order on major issues 

and events in the Gulf and in lhe Middle East. 

(a) The Gulr Security 

The future security of the Persian Gulf was one of the most important 

issues during the Gulf crisis. There were a lot of debates and discussions 

about regional security in the Gulf even before the War was over because, 

according to some experts, how the War would have ended should depend on 

what type of security arrangement would emerge in the post-War Gulf. In 

early February, 1991. The US Secretary of State James Baker outlined his 

security plan for the post War Gulf which was to include "the states of the 

Gulf and regional organizations such as the Gulf Cooperation Council". 

Baker also reaffirmed that "no state should be excluded from these 

arrangements .. ........ . Postwar Iraq could have an important contribution to 

play. And so could Iran as a major power in the Gulf'120 As far as the US 

role was concerned he was in favour of permanent presence of US naval 

forees in the region and regular participation of ground forces in joint 

military exercises. 

119. President Bush di5cussed his detailed Middle East peace plan in his address to the joint scssioo of the 

US Congress on Man:h 6,1991. 

120. Thomas Friedman. ''B.ker "Sketches Future Gulf Role", TM Nrw YorA: Timu, Februuy 7. 

1991, p. A 17. 
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Despite her declared neutrality in the War, \ran was a major actor in the 

Gulf crisis and the US had no intention to keep her aside in any post-War 

security arrangement. Even the Gee members who all along opposed any 

Persian involvement in the Gulf security system, accepted the reality that 

there is no alternative to an understanding with Iran. Secretary General of 

the Gee Abdullah Bishara recognised Iran as a very important player in 

the Gulf security, expressed readiness of the Gee members to hold talks 

with Iran about normalizing and strengthening relations, and hoped to reach 

an agreement with Tehran.'21 As far as the role of future Iraq in the new 

security arrangement was concerned, there was no consensus. For James 

Baker post-War Iraq would play an imponant role in the regional security 

system, while Abdullah Bishara could not imagine "any new order in which 

this (Iraqi) regime participates".'22 

Soon after the War the hopes for strategic cooperation between Iran and 

the Gulf countries in the post-War period disappeared. The Gulf countries, 

despite their short alliance with Iran during the crisis, could not trust the 

Islamic government of Iran. The situation was complicated further when it 

was reported that Iran was developing nuclear programs with the help of the 

former Soviet Union and acquiring sophisticated weapons from various 

sources. The Persian Gulf Arab countries became more concerned and 

suspicious when Iran openly supported radical Islamic movements in the 

Arab world, including the Islamic Salvation Front of Algeria. The 

independence of former Soviet Muslim Republics and their hobnobbing 

with Iran, Pakistan's open declaration of having nuclear capability and the 

idea of a regional security arrangement involving Iran, Pakistan and the 

Soviet Muslim states, have made the future of the Gulf security more 

complicated and uncertain. 

The blueprint for security in the Gulf was drawn on the premise that 

Saddam Hussein would not survive. But when it appeared that he not only 

121. Peter Ford, "GulfCounci1 Held l...ook.s Il a New Po5t-War Ordc{', 1M ClarislitJIt ScitllCt Mo,uIO' , 
January 29, 1991, p . .5. 
122. Ibid . 
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survived, but consolidated his position, despite the devastation of his 

country, the panies, including the US , were in dilemma on how to build a 

security arrangement in the Gulf with Saddam Hussein in power. In fact , 

Saddam Hussein's survival is a constant threat 10 the Gulf counuies and a 

personal defeat and embarrasement for President Bush who personally 

wanted Saddam Hussein to go and lOOk a number of initiatives to overthrow 
him. l23 

The Gulf counuies would favour a strong Iraq, without Saddam, as a 

counterbalance to Iran, while no one in the US Administration is sure how 

a post Saddam Iraq will look like and what role Tehran will play in the new 

situation. So for the US Administration a crippled Saddam is beller than 

no Saddam, because getting rid of him might transform Iraq into a larger, 

bloodier version of Lebanon in a oil-rich region. Majority of the Iraqis arc 

Shiites, and with the suppon of Iran they may take control over Iraq which 

will definitel y go against the US and Saudi interests and pose more serious 

threalS to the Gulf security. 

Meanwhile, the rapidity with which tlie GCC countries returned to 

isolationism surprised many observers. The Gulf countries refused to invite 

Syrian and Egyptian troops to ensure Gulf security in return for financial 

aid, although such a provision was agrccd in the Damascus· Declaration 

signed in April, 1991.124 The leaders of the Gulf countries w.ere a lso 

extremely concerned about the fact that Saddam Hussein was still in power 

and declined to destroy his weapons of mass des truction. They were also 

worried about growing waves of nationalism and neoisolationism in the 

United Slates and in other Western countries which may ultimately compel 

the US Administration to withdraw supports or reduce commitments 

towards ilS allies in the Gulf. 

123. President Bush authorised J. CIA contingency fund of .bout $ 20 million for coven operations to 

elimimLe S.dd.m Hussein TM Ottawa Cil;"". February 9, 1992. elA Dirccl.Or Robert Gates visited Saudi 
A~bjl, Egypt and Israd wilh a plln to Inm .nd arm Kunls Ind other insurgent groups inside: Inq to topple 
Sadd.m Hussein, but some of the US .Uics in the region, particularly Egypt refused to puticipale bcclUsc. of 
Israeli piuticip.llion ~ it. Th, Ottawa Cil;:,,,", March I, 1992 
124. Peter Ford Ind Lama Andoni, "A Year AflCr Wu, Vnit)' Eludes A .... bs ... Th, Chrisriull ScitllCt 

MONIO", Jaunuaty IS. 1992. 
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Even after more than one year of the War, border disputes between Iraq 

and Kuwait were still not resolved, UN peacekceping forces were deployed 

in the demilitarised zone of Kuwait-Iraqi border, US troops were still in the 

Gulf countries and multinational forces headed by the US were enforcing 

the sanctions imposed against Iraq by the United Nations. As past 

experience shows an externally designed and dominated security system may 

work for the Gulf region for sometime, but with the growing complexity 

and uncertainly in the region and President Bush's overwhelming 

preoccupation with domestic affairs and up-coming presidential elcetion, no 

radical change was expeeted. 

(b) Arms Control 

There were 101 of frustrations anong the Western public against their 

governments for supplying arms of all kinds to Iraq. Even General Norman 

Schwarzkopf, the commander of the allied forces in the Gulf, expressed his 

frustration when he was asked whether Iraq could pose any threat to Gulf 

countries in future, he replied "no", if someone did nOl decide to arm her 

again. So from the beginning of the Gulf crisis the coalition leaders were 

Slressing controlling and lim iting arms supplies to the region. Secretary of 

State James Baker also expressed his frustration when he said that five 

Middle Eastern countries had more battIe tanks than Britain or France. He 

asked the allied panners to take measures so that Iraq could never acquire 

weapons of mass destruction, and to tighten res traints on the now of 

weapons and dual usc technology into the rcgionl2S 

But ironically just within few weeks of the war arms supplies to the 

region started in full swing. Arms traders became busy in selling "winning 

weapons" into the region. According to one arms lobbyist, there was no 

issue of arms control in the Gulf War, rather it created new opportunities for 

arms sale in the region. President Bush regarded arms sales to coalition 

partners "as a reward" to their support in the War. '26 There was no control 

125 . ThornlS Friedman, op. cu. 

126.N_swut. April 8. 1991.p. 23. 
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on arms supplies to the Gulf region in the post-War period, rather the 

market became more competitive and more and more states joined into the 

race. 

Proposals for arms control in the post-Gulf War period, including the 

ones to hold a disarmament summit, to register arms delivery with the UN, 

to establish international arms control regime, to regularly monitor and 

inspect by the IAEA of the production of biological, chemical and all other 

weapons of mass destruction and to create sufficient mechanism of 

punishment for defaulters, came from different countries, including Canada, 

but the US was not interested in those proposals. 

Arms control is not an easy task, particularly when there are so many 

free riders in the world arms market. The situation has become more 

dangerous and volatile with the diSintegrating of the old Soviet Union and 

the formation of new independent states who are ready to sell arms to 

anybody for financial reasons. So far the profit motive dominates the arms 

market and as the Western economies are in recession and unemployment is 

high no one expects that the arms production and distribution wi II be 

reduced and controlled in ncar future. 121 

The issue of arms control in the Gulf, including the destruction of all 

types of Iraqi chemical weapons, ballistic missiles an.! "nuclear usable 

materials" is still not resolved. Saddam Hussein is still in power and there 

seems to have no breakthrough in Iran's relations with other Gulf countries. 

The arms race in the Gulf region is continuing in full speed with Iran 

acquiring sophisticated weapons from China, Korea and the Commonwealth 

of Independent States, while the US and other Western countries are 

IV. There Ire also strong lobbies from bwiness groups for continuing c.xportJ of anns and Irms related 

materials. For eumplc:. the US Slate: Ocpartmc:na wanl.cd more control on e~port of ingrcdienu that could 
be used for producing chemical WClpons and set new expon r'Cgulations , but the Commerce Dc:p1r1mCnl 
uguecl that the new rules could affect betWCO'l SSO to $75 billion in American c.xports annually, and bloc.ked 

the bill under S1.rong lobby form businc:s.s grt'lllpi. F~ details SIX., T~ N""" YoTt rUMS. Much 6, 1991. 
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supplying sophislicaled weapons, including Patriol missiles lO Saudi Arabia 

and other Arab countries. l28 

Disinlegration of the Soviel Union and Russia's open door policy lO 

sale huge Slockpile of arms al reduced price has further escalaled the 

silualion.129 So far the US does nOl seem lO be keen aboul introducing an 

arms control regime for the developing countries in general and for the Gulf 

region in particular. Meanwhile, the US policing role in the Gulf is being 

crilicised by its allies in the region. Recently when the US, althe requesl of 

Israel , dispatched warships lO challenge the Nonh Korean freighl which was 

reporledly carrying missi les for Iran, the move was crilicised nOl only by 

Iran bUl also by the Persian Gulf Arab countries, closesl US allies in the 

region. The Bahrainian daily Akbar AI- Khaleej accused the US for 

restricting Arab Slales from gelling arms on behalf of Israel WilhoUl taking 

similar measures againsl Israel. l30 The US has, in facl, no immediate plan 

lO control arms supplies lO the Gulf region. BUl if any arms control regime 

is ever established in the Middle Easl il mUSl be equally applicable for all 

countries in the region, including Israel . 

(c) Refugee Problems 

The Gulf War also crealed huge refugee problems. Millions of Kurds 

and Shiiles were dislocaled by the war. During the final days of the war 

President Bush urged the Iraqi people lO "lake malters inlO lheir own hands" 

and "force the dictalOr lO slep aside" which was interpreled by the Iraqi 

128. During 1983·89 Saudi Arabia and Iraq pu rchued one third of InTlli procured by the Third World 

countries. During that period the Saudis boughl anns of 544.2 billion, the Inqis $42.8 billion, Iran ranked 
fourth with $17 billion and Syria fifth with $15.6 billion. TJu New YorA: TifMs. Match 2, 1991. Acccnling 
LO I recall rcpon, only !he US has sold 521.4 billioo in wapons LO Middle USI counuic:s since. the Inqi 
invasion of KUWliL The major sh;u'C of US Inns went 10 Saudi Arabia $14.8 billion. followed by Kuwait 

529 billion, Egyp' S2.2 billion, UAE 50.14 billion and Israel $0.47 billion. For deuils see, Mark 
Thompson. "Anna manufacturers in US pin hopes on foreign mukClS", TIle Oll"wcz CitiulI. April, IS. 
1992. 
129. Accordirtg to reporu, Russia wanlS to seU $1 uillion worth of arms alabout one quarter of the prices 
charged by WC$lCm countrics. Th~ 'lIre .. lso unconfirmed reporu that KazakhStan has 501d thTec nuclear 
weapons to Iran. TIsI. Ot/awa Cilizell, Febtw.ry 4, 1992 
130. For details see, TAl. OttuwoCitiuII, Much 9, 1992. 
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Kurds and Shiites as the US support to their cause. In the south the Shiites 

took control over the cities of Najaf, Basra and Karbala, but soon they were 

crushed by government troops, and Washington declared its neutrality "in 

the inlemal affairs of Iraq". In the north the Kurds also lOOk control over a 

vast territory, but they were also brulally crushed by Saddam Hussein's 

army, and more than 2 mill ions kurds had to nee to Turkey and Iran. The 

allied forces moved in and helped to create security zones for Kurds in 

northern Iraq, but no such assurances were given to Shiites in the south. 

But soon the relief operations stopped and the Kurds were forgotten. The 

irony is that the US l1rged the kurds and Shiites to r~volt, then abandoned 

them, and when the Kurds ned to Turkey the US forced them back to Iraq 

with a view to protecting its ally Turkey from the effects of militant 

Kurdish nationalism. So the Kurds are bitter and frustrated wi th the US, so 

are the Palestinians. Any new world order in the Middle East must attend 

the problems and sufferings of the Kurds and ensure the inal ienable rights of 

the Palestinian people for their self-determination. 

(d) Surrerings of the Iraqi People 

The Gulf War brought miseries to the Iraqi people, particularly to 

women and children. The War caused severe damages to Iraqi civilian 

economy, including the destruction of infrustructure. Coa lition 

bombardmenl blasted everything vital to human survival in Iraq. Water was 

so scarce and contaminated that epidemics broke out and thousands of 

children died of cholera and typhoid. Saddam Hussein is still in control and 

the US is adarnent that the sanctions will be in place as long as Saddam 

Hussein is in power. Sanctions are seriously hurting the Iraqi people , 

particularly those who are the most vulnerable. Even the supplies of basic 

and emergency medicines are extremely limited. Meanwhile, anti-American 

sentimenl is rising high among the Iraqi people, as Bernd Debusmann, a 

Reuter reporter in Baghdad, wrote, "one of the most striking aspects of 
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change is the extent of agreement on who is the chief villain in the latest 

drama in the country's long blood-soaked history: George Bush."!31 

Questions are being raised about the moral basis of punishing the Iraqi 

people indefinitely. The Iraqi people are also the victims of their repressive 

regime which was, in fact, nurtured and supported by the West. Some 

accommodations have to be worked out otherwise haired will create further 

haired and auempts for total destruction of the vanquished may backfire as 

it happened many times in history. 

<e) The Palestinian Issue 

As mentioned earlier, President Bush promised to deal with the 

Palestinian issue on urgent basis immediately after the War. Secrelary of 

State James Baker rushed to the Middle East as soon as the War ended and 

tried to pursuade the parties to s it together to discuss broad Arab-Israeli 

disputes. The Palestinians, no doubt, lost much of their credibility because 

of their suppon to Iraq in the Gulf crisis, aod had to accept almost all Israeli 

demands to participate in the Middle East peace conterence. After long 

and painful diplomatic efforts the Middle East peace conference opened in 

Madrid in October, 1991 under the joint US-Soviet sponsorship. However, 

the US avoided to play any direct role or take any conlrol of the peace 

process. As President Bush mentioned in his speech in Madrid conference, 

Peace can not lx; imposed from the outside by the United States ...... The 
United States is prepared to accept whatever the panics themselves find 
acceptable ..... .. We're prepared to extend guarantees, provide technology 
and supporl, if that is what peace requires. l32 

The US has a profound interest to see the peace process continuing as 

a symbol of success of the Gulf War. As New York Times correspondent 

Clyde Haberman put it, 

131 . Th~ Ottawa CitiufI . Febru .. ry 7. 1992 

132. President Bush's Speech .t M.drid conference, October 30, 1991, Jowtwl 0/ PQlutifl~ Studi~i. Vol. 
XXI No. 2. Winter 1992, pp. 125-26. 
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It is difficult to see what magical glue is keeping the peace talks lOgeilicr 
al this stage, other than the desire of the American President and his 
Secretary of State to nudge the process along, step by painful step, to 
prove that the anti.Iraq War a year ago accomplished something nobler 
than restoring the Kuwaiti emirate.13l 

Despite sporadic clashes and violence in the occupied territories and 
southern Lebanon the peace process contiuned because neither the Israelis 
nor the Palestinians wanted to be blamed for jeopardizing the process. And 
Lebanon, Syria and Jordan had no other option than to conlinue the peace 
process. As a result, despite all odds the process continued under the US 
pressure and the parties met several times allthough without any concrete 
results. The US had a stake in delivering something tangible because 
otherwise it would be difficult to sell the New World Order to the Middle 
Easlern people. Walid Khazzhia, an economist at the American University 
in Cairo, reflected the Arab frustration and suspicions as he said, 

Americans always come to the Middle East in times of crisis and make 
lot of promises ...... .. Remember the Rogers Plan? The Reagan Plan? The 
Baker's proposals? But gone is the crisis and gone are the Americans. 
(Secretary of Slale James) Baker leaves his phone number and that's 
thal. l34 

On the other hand, the Gulf War failed to solve old problems of the 

Arab world, rather it created new wounds and made the region more unslable 

and vulnerable than it was before the crisis. There are much more rivalries, 

divisions, mistrusts and animosities among the Arab leaders now than ever 

before. As Ali Dessuki, a Cairo University political scientist put it, the 

Gulf War "has cryslaliscd all the agonies, all the conflicts, all the differences 

in the region". 135 

The Gulf War has failed to create new trust or understanding in US
Arab relations. As long as the United Slates is seen as an imperial enemy 
by the populist Arab and Islamic movements in the Middle East, ilS 
relationship in the region will be vulnerable and susceptible 10 sudden and 
drastic change. l36 Arab world witnessed many turmoils in lhe past, but the 

133. Oyde I-hbemun . "U.S. pressure keeps both sides It uble", TIt.e Ol/awa Ci,iufI, February 23. 1992. 

134. lbitL 

135. TM WasAillg'OIi Post, February 24, 191 , p. Bi. 
136. Richard K. Hc:nmann. 'The Middle: EUI and !he New Wodd Order" , InurNlliol'lDl S ecuriry. Fall 1991, 
VoL 16. No. 2. p. 75. 
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Gulf War injured the Arab body polilic so deeply thal there are doublS 

whelher il will be ever healed, and any auempllo projecl sLronger weslern 

power and presence into lhe region may be counter produclive. 

Despite the US help LO Arab countries and liberaLion of 'the Gulf War 

crealed deep frustraLions and resentments in Arab minds which are being 

manifesled either in the form of a new wave of anLi-Americanism or in a 

new religious revivalism. These are rcneclcd allwo levels; frustralion with 

lheir own syslem and leaders for lheir inabililY lO resolve intra-Arab crises 

and connicts peacefully, and frustralion with, whallhey call, the Weslern 

conspiracy playing "in the hands of zionism". Even in Egypl, lhe mOSl 

moderale Arab country and one of the closest US allies in the Middle Easl, 

there are doubts and suspicions aboul Ihe US role in the Middle Easl in 

poSl-Gulf War period. 

The Gulf War further polarised lhe Arab world and sharpened the 

division belween the haves.and have -nOlS. Although Presidenl Bush 

promised lO fosler economic developmenl in lhe region and help War ' 

affecled countries, such help was only limited lO the US allies in the region 

and/or the panies LO the Middle EaSl peace conference. Those who opposed 

lhe War have been suffering from serious consequences. Moral and ethical 

queslions have been raised aboUl the COSI of the war compared LO the help 

offered lo lhe refugees dislocaled by the war. Analysts wondered why the 

naLions lhal were capable of coordinaLing 2,000 sorlies a day lO bomb Iraq 

could nOl provide food and sheller lO the Iraqi refugees. The have-nots in 

lhe Arab world are wondering whelher they have learned any lesson from 

lhe New World Order.137 Tahseen Bashir, a relired EgypLian ambassador, 

warned thal ifWashinglon failed LO understand and atlend the growing wave 

of nalionalisms and resentments of the Arab public, a real war may begin 

belween moderales and extremists for the control of the Arab world, and 

unless democratic reforms and fair distribuLion of resources are encourged, a 

vacuum may be created which "will be filled by nexI Saddarn Hussein."I38 

137. Thomas Risse-Kappen, "From Europe, A R.y of Hope", The Bullefill oj A/Omic Sci,lUists, June 

199I,p. 26. 

138. Ibid 
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President Bush characterised the Gulf War as ajust war against unjust 

and tried to reinvigorate the old debate of the notion of just and unjust 

wars. But in doing so he alienated the Muslims all over the world who also 

denounced Saddarn Hussein's occupation of Kuwait. The US won the Gulf 

War militarily, but it brought Western values, ideals, principles and 

assumptions into a conflict with populist Islam which could otherwise be a 

close ally to the West for establishing democracy, human rights and peace 

in the Middle East. The West appears to be afraid of Islam, its values and 

culture, though historically it was Islam that provided the most credible 

resistence against communism - the number one enemy of Western values 

and way of life. In building any viable world order the west would need a 

minimum understanding with the emerging Islamic forces, and as a first 

precondition the West has to take a fresh objective look towards Islam 
without bias and delink it from terrorism.'39 

Although it is still early to conclude, but as events are unfolding in 
the Arab and Islamic world it is unlikely that the US policy will go 
unchallenged, and in Ihe long run the ultimate winner of the Gulf War may 
not be the Western values and ideals but Islamic forces.'''' 

In the Middle East, as elsewhere in Ihe Third World, the US policy is 
not necessarily designed to serve the popular masses, rather it operates on 
the principle of "divide and rule", whose main purpose is to suppon and , 
protect "Friendly" regimes and narrow elites, and when interests and 
principles collide, it is always interests thaI prevail. But in the long run 
US interest in the Arab world can only be safe if it is viewed as legitimate 
by the majorilY of Ihe people, not by the leaders and elites only. 

139. Fred Halliday analyses various n:uoIII why the West should delink Islam and tcmJrism. For dc:uils scc., 

Fn:d Halliday, '1l11emltiona] Rclatiocu : 11 There. New A,cDlb?'" Mi',.NIiwrt. Spring 1991. Vol 20, No. 
I, pp. 57-72. The ume polrl hal been aisod by Viialy Naumkin who thinks th.al, '111 Europe and the US, 
there ia;. lenciltlcy to regard ._._ ... Warn a1mocl .. an embodiment of tCJTOriam .•. _ •..• • uch an appro.ch 

oruy intcnlif}el militant anti- WeI&cm attiwdci in Wamic: circles", Vitaly NalMlkin. 1ntcmltionaJ Security 
and the Fon:es oCN.tionalism- AMlpIU Paper. (DSS. London). No. 266, Wuuer 1991112, p. 37. 

140. The Islamic mow:mcnta in the Anb world are not mly cIireded against their own despotic regimes but 
.Iso against the West because of the 1Iuer'. support to the former. And one of the moa important 

chUlcteristica of the new Wamic: movements is that IhICle movemcnu ate not beinglcd by lt1Iditional 
Mullah, but by Wcstem educated dynamic: modem youths. West's rai}Utc to support Islamic democ:nuc: 
movements in Lhe Anb World Yfill rurther anLlgonise and (JUSU;lte Muslims.U over the world. 
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Since the end of the World War- II fundamental changes, have taken 
place in Third World societies. Now to deal with the new and complex 
realities the West has to change its traditional views and perceptions. The 
following chapter, briefly reviews the "New Thinking" proposed and 
developed by former Soviet president Mikhail Gorbachev and its relevance 
and imponance for the New World Order. 

VI. ''NEW THINKING" AND THE NEW WORLD ORDER 

"New Thinking" proposed and developed by the former Soviet President 
Mikhail Gorbachev was not only a blueprint for radical reform and changes 
in Soviet foreign policy, but also a philosophical vision for changes in 
foreign policy behaviors and attitudes of all states. Some of the ideas and 
visions of "New Thinking" are still relevant and important to the Third 
World Countries for the following reasons. 

(i) Gorbachev was the first Soviet leader who recognised the Third 
World as a separate distinct entity with heterogeneous chllIacteristics, 
divergent sizes, conflicting inlerests and contradictory values and images. In 
his first interview as the Secretary of the CPSU with Pravda editor in April 
1985, Gorbachev described the world with "full of complex problems" and 
recognised that "outside the two opposile social systems - capitalism and 
socialism- there are dozens of new states with different histories, traditions 
and interests."14} In his Vladjvostok speech of July 1986, Gorbachev 
acknowledged that "every country has its own social and political system 
with all the thinkable tinages, its traditions, achievements and difficulties, 
its mode of life, and its beliefs and conviclions and prejudices, its own 
spiritual and material values".142 "New Thinking" also recognised the 
uneven narure of growth and development in the Third World countries, As 
Gorbachev wrole, 

Many cOlUltries are becoming modem indwtrialised staleS, and several are 
growing into great powers. On the other hand, poverty, inhuman living 
conditions. illiteracy and ignorance, malnutrition and hunger, alarming 
child mortality and epidemic remain common features of life for the two 
and half billion people.143 

141. Tiu N.w Times. (MOICOW). No. 16. 1985, p. 4. 

142. GorbIchcv's 5pCCCh . t VlIdivostolr. on July 28, 1986, St7llle,ic Digu" September 1986. p. 1735 

143. Mikhail Gotbachev, Pen:suoik" op. ciL p. 151. 
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The collapse of communism, emergence.of newly independent states in 

Eastern Eupore and ethnic and tribal conflicts all over the world prove that 

powers and forces of nationalism, ethnicity, religion and tribalism in Third 

World countries are much more powerful and dominant than those of 

ideology and class interests. "New Thinking" also recognised that there 

might exist conflict and contradiction between world capitalist system and 

Third World countries but "these contradictions and conflicts do not imply 

that the developing countries are not contributing to the development of 

world capitalism, and that they are simply waiting to be turned toward 
socialism".I"ln fact, in "Perestroika" and "New Thinking" Gorbachev 

reassessed some of the foundations of Marxist-Leninist thoughts about 

national liberation movements in Third World countries and world 
revolutionary process. 

"New Thinking" not only raised the issues and problems of Third 

World countries, but also recognised the dynamics of global changes and 
their contradictory and conflicting characteristics. In Gorbachev's words, 

It is a world of fundamental social shifts, of an all-embracing scientific and 
technological revolution, of worsening global problems - problems 
concerning ecology, natural resources etc . and of radical changes in 
infonnation technology. This is a world in which unheard-of possibilities 
for development and progress lie side by side with abject poverty. 
backwardness and medievalism. It is a world in which there are vast fields 
of tensions,14S 

"New Thinking" denounced the old ideological dogma of dividing the 

world into two antagonistic camps with' no scope for reconciliation. 

"Ideological differences" as Gorbachev wrote, "should not be transferred 

to the sphere of interstate relations, nor should foreign policy be subordinate 

to them, for ideologies may be poles apart, whereas the interest of survival 
and prevention of War stand universal and supreme."I.. Fundamental 

144. RIC:hik M.. Avakov; "The New Thinking and Problem of Scudying the Developing Countries", N~ 
SO'lli«t Voicu Oil FOTei,,, aNi EcoItOtrfit: Poliq, edited by SteVe Hirsch, (The Bureau of National Affairs. 

Inc. WuhinSt(ln O. C.) 1989. p. S4S. 
145. Mikhail Gorbachev, PcrutroiU : New TIiiAAVI, lor 0 ,., COWltry oM lAc World, (New, Updlted 
Edium, PaenniaILibruy, Harper-&: Row PublisheD, New York), 1988, p. 121. 
146,lbid. p. I29. 
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right of every state to choose its own path of social and economic 

development without any interference from other state was recognised by 

"New Thinking". Gorbachev also warned that "Nations cannot and should 

not pattern their life either after the United States or the Soviet Union, and 

political postitions should be devoid of ideological intolerance.147 

"New Thinking" not only raised the issues and Problems of 
contemporary politics, but also provided guidelines for their peaceful 

resolutions. It also emphasised the need for strict respect for independence 

and equality of Third World states, and offered full support for restructuring 

international economic relations on a just basis with a view to overcoming 

economic underdevelopment and resolving pressing problems. 14' 

Since the mid 1980s the Soviet Union suffered from severe economic 

and social crises and became more and more dependent on Western aid and 
support, and as a result she was neither capable nor willing to materialise 

the ideas and principles raised in "New Thinking." But it does nOl mean that 

those ideas are dead or have lost credibility. Despite the disintegration of the 

USSR and uncertainty and chaos in the Commonwealth of Independent 

States, "New Thinking" usbered new hopes and aspirations for many Third 

World countries. Many Third World leaders welcomed Gorbachev's 

proposals for reforms and restructuring of international political and 

ecomomic relations and insisted on their implementations. 

(ii) By abandoning traditional notions and views "New Thinking" 
brought qualitatively new visions and perceptions of security. It denounced 

the use of force and domination in interstate relations, and declared, 

147. Ibid. 

¥curity is indivisible. h is either equal securiry for aU or none at all. The 
only solid foundation for security is the recognition of the interests of all 
peoples and countries and of their equality in international affairs . The 
security of each nation should be coupled with the secuity for all members 
of the world commlUlity.149 

148. Georgi Shakhnuarov, President of lhe Soviet Politic:al SciaK:c i\uoci.tion raiJcd lhcse polnt.s in an 
article, 'The CPSU Program and Ihe Futwe of Mankind" published in TIv N~ TUPIU, (Moccow). No. 47. 
1985,p. 4. 
149. Mikhail Gorbachcv, Pcrutl'ou.a. op . cir. P. 128. 
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Security was understood in a compreshensive way and defined in 
collective !erm. Inslead of pursuing the policy of maximization of national 
intereslS unila!erally, "New Thinlcing" proposed, "to consider the problem 
on a global scale, to seek a way to solve it on a basis of balanced in!ereslS 
and to find organizational forms for ilS solutions in the framework of 
world community".ISO 

11 is often contested that neither. the West not the Soviet Union 
understood the root causes and internal dynamics of regional confliclS in 
Third World countries. Gorbachev tried to eonceptualise the root causes of 
regional confliclS when he wrote, "Regional confliclS arise on local soil as a 
consequence of internal or regional conflicts which are spawned by the 
eolonial past, new social processes, or recurrences of predatory policy, or by 
all three."ISI As for solutions to the confliclS in turbulent SpolS, he 
proposed for "eollective queslS for ways of defusing conflict situations" in 
those areas.152 Regional security arrangement was also recognised as a 
viable mechanism for conflict resolutions in the Third World countries. In 
May, 1985 during Rajiv Gandhi's visit to Moseow Gorbachev proposed for 
"a common, comprehensive approach 10 lhe problem of security in Asia" by 
pooling of the efforts by Asian countries. He also called for an "all-Asian 
forum for an exchange of opinions and a joint search for constructive 
solutions" ,IS3 

In the post-Gulf War era, some leaders and analysIS are suggesting to 

build security systems in the Gulf region or other parIS of the world on the 

model of European security arrangements .. But as early as July, 1986 
Gorbachev proposed for an Asian security system, "in the mould of the 

Helsinki eonference, 10 be at!ended by all countries" of the Indian Ocean 
region. IS< Security dimensions of Third World eountries, particularly the 

ISO. Ibid. P. 16S. 
ISl.lbid. P. 159. 
152 Report by MiIduiI GoriMchC'l. the Gcnen.l Secn:t.1)' of the Central Commil1ec of the CPSU It lbc 

27th Congra. oCme CPSU, MOICOw. February IS. 1986. Tlu New TiMu. (Moscow), No.9, 1986, p. 38. 
ISl. "Spcecb It the Kranlin Dinner in Honour of Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi. cllbc Rc:public: :of India, 
May 21 . 1985", Mikhail Gorblehe\', S4l#cud Spc.cltututdATticlu. (Progrcu Publishcn:. Moscow).. 1985. 
pp. 109· 110. 
1S4. Mikhail S. GoriMchev. "Soviet Policy Towards Asi,-, Sociali.ms, P.ac. tutti O.lrIOCrocy; Writi .... gs. 

Spuchu and R.poru, London, Atlantic Highlands. 1987. P. 54. 
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LDCs, have changed overtime. Most of the Third World countries believe 
that poverty, underdevelopment, disease, malnutrition, illiteracy, 

overpopulation and natural disasters pose more serious threats to their 

security than external aggressions. Growing environmental concerns are also 

posing serious threats 10 their security.1SS No security system for the Third 

World can be viable without attending those basic problems. 
(iii) Unlike the proposed New World Order, "New Thinking" raised 

economic issues and concerns of Third World countries. Gorbachev described 
the Third World debt problem as "a time bomb" and proposed for wide
ranging reforms in international economic relations. In his speech at the 
27th Congress of the CPSU he proposed for a just settlement of 
international debt problem, establishment of a new international economic 
order and reduction of military budgets for the good of the world 
community.lSO He not only supported the demands of Third World countries 
for a New International Economic Order, but also warned about the 
consequences of its failures. In his speech at the UN General Assembly in 
December, 1988, Gorbachev outlined bis policy of international economic 
reforms. He expressed Soviet Union's preparedness 10 institute a lengthy 
moratorium of uplO 100 years on debt servicing by the LDCs, proposed 10 
limit debt servicing payments by the developing countries depending on 
their economic conditions, grant them long period of deferral in the 
repayment of their debt, reduce debts owed to commercial banks and form a 
specialised international agency that would repurchase debts at a discount 
He also proposed for "demilitarization of international relations" and 
"transition from the economy of armaments to an economy of 
disannamentt'.151 

Gorbachev's proposals reflected many long-term demands and 
aspirations of Third World counuies. It appears that even in the absence of 
Gorbachev and the Soviet Union, some of his ideas and proposals can be a 
good basis for meaningful North-South negotiations. 

ISS. For dcails lee, Shaukat Hassan. ".EnviruunmtallKuca and Scauity in South Asia-, AMfplU Papus. 
No. 262, (IlSS. London). Autumn 1991. 
1.56. Gorbachcv'1 Report It the 2'1lh Congrca of the CPSU, op. eif. p. 40. 
IS1. Gorbachev's Speech It the. UN Gencn.J. Assembly IX! Dccanbcr 7.1988, Tit.. N~ YOT! Timu. 
December 8, 1988, p. A 16 
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(iv) "New Thinking" also raised new issues and concerns, such as 

environment, in international relations. In Pereslroika Gorbachev expressed 

concern about the aggravation of the critical condition of environment, 

proposed for conservation of "the air basins and the oceans", emphasised the 

need for "rational utilization of our planet's resources as the propeny of all 

mankind" and urged for "joint work in exploring outer space and the world 

ocean" for the benefit of humanity. ISS In his UN General Assembly speech 

Gorbachev also proposed for eSlablishing, "an international space laboratory 

or manned orbilal slation, designed exclusively for monitoring the Slate of 
environment".1S9 As environmental issues and concerns are becoming 

dominating factors in global politics, some of the ideas and suggestions 

regarding those issues, offered in "New Thinking" may get renewed 

irnponance and validity. 

(v) Finally, and most importantly "New Thinking" denounced 

traditional notions and perceptions of international politics and economy, 

and brought new visions and perspectives for its reform and changes. During 

his visit to India in November, 1986 Gorbachev outlined his new vision of 

a nuclear free world when he said, 

In the nuclear age, humanity mwl evolve a new mode of JX>litical thought. 
a new concept of the world that would provide credible guarantees for 
humanity's survival. People want to live in a safer and a more just world. 
Humanity deserves a better fate lhan being a hostage to nuclear terror and 
despair. It is necessary to chage the existing world situation 8Jld 10 build a 
nuclear-weapon free world, free of violence and haired. fear and 
suspicion. 160 

One of the great contributions of "New Thinking" is to bring new 
language, new underslanding, new visions and perceptions in international 
politics. "New Thinking" not only raised vital issues and concerns of the 
current debate in international politics and economy, but at the same 
time emphasised the imponance of peaceful resolution of the same. So as 

158. Mikhail Gorbac:hcv. PcrUfToihl, op. cit. p. 123. 
159. Gorbachcv's Speech at the UN General Assembly on Dcc:cmber 7, 1988. op. cj,. Since 19871hc Soviet 

Union was actively involved in global c:nvirm.mcntal and coologicaI issues. 
160. R A Nuclear Free and Nm-viol.c:nl Wodd-, DecluauOfI of lhe Indian and Soviet Heads of State, Delhi, T1 

November 1986, Sociali.rrrJ, Place tlIId D,mocracy. op. cit. p. 81 , 
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mentioned earlier, some of the ideas raised and suggestions offered in "New 
Thinking" may be helpful in building a just and viable world order. And 
this view is shared by many analySIS and observers. For example, Gerald 
Ruge thinks that "To bring a new world order we need to create a kind of 

"new thinking" that is, to renew the term introduced by President 
Gorbachev ...... We must, however, equip ourselves with new thinking if we 
want to solve new problems."161 Most of the issues and ideas raised in 
"New Thinking" were actually the demands of Third World countries, but 

neither the West nor the former Soviet Union paid any attention to them. 
Those issues are still in the agenda, and in the post-Cold War era with the 

absence of the USSR the Third World countries hope that the West will 
genuinely come forward to ) uppo,\ tb~ir demands and work hard for their 
speedy solution. ' 

VII. THE THIRD WORLD AND THE NEW WORLD 

ORDER 

Despite the end of the Cob! War, social and economic porblems and 

miseries o1iT'llrd World countries are far from over, rather, in many cases, 

their con&ti.mIs haV\) deteriorated. The slogan of "structural adjustment" of 

the 198(lS1u!s nOl only ended in failure, but left ruinous effects for many 

Third Warid countries. Today most of the Third World countries are 

suffering from chronic underdevelopment inherited by colonial past, 

unstable domestic market and competitive and protectionist world market 

Moreover, growing nationalism , religious, ethnic, tribal and Iinguslic 

conflicts and unrests have crippled many Third World societies. 

Nonetheless, with the end of long and biller Cold War the developing 

countries are optimistic about the future of a more fair and equitable world 

system. But the proposed New World Order failed to reflect those hopes and 

aspirations and left the Third World countries bitter and frustrated. The New 

World Order, as it stands now, does not respond to the needs of the Third 

World countries mainly because of the following reasons. 

161. Gerald Ruge. "The World We Live In\ l"t.rMtioMI /tJJain. (M05COW, September. No. 9, 

1991 . p. 122. 
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(i) Demand for a New International Economic Order (NIEO) has been a 
long powerful rallying cry for the Third World countries, but the West 
rejected the idea without olTering any viable alternative. On the other hand, 
the gap between rich and poor has inexorably widened. The hopes for an 
overall economic growth, rising standard of living and trasfer of technology 
and resources in the post-Cold War era have been shattered. Meanwhile, the 
developing coumries have become the "prisoner to a system where external 
markets, terms of trade and interest rates greatly influence their fate and 
remain outside their control" .162 Many Third World countries believe that a 
new world order must include their genuine demand. But at the same time 
they are frustrated with the fact that the New World Order has no economic 
agenda. 163 The absence of economic issues in the New World Order also 
shocks many experts and academicians in the developed countries. Louis 
Emmerij, President of the Development Centre at the Organization for 
Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) is, "deeply concerned 
aboUlthe absence of economic elements in the discourse of the so-called 
new world order".I64 

Already there are serious concerns among Third World countries that 
their interests are being ignored by the West which is predominantly 
occupied with Eastern Europe and newly emerged states in place of the 
former Soviet Union. l6S With the completion of European integration and 
North American free trade deal the world market may be more protectionist 
and trade is likely to be controlled by several trading blocs. Third World 
countries are generally concened that this may be detrimental to their 
imerest. 

162. StalCment by Bangladesh Foreign Minister at the EWlIcc:nth Islamic Conference of Foreign Ministers 

in Riyadh. March 14. 1989. BGIIlladulc DOC_Ills, January-March 1989. (Ministry of Foreign Affairs. 
Govemment of Bangladesh, Dhaka), p. IS6. 
163. This point was mlde clear by Ptol"cssor Alan Henrikson. an influenci.1 member of the AelCh.er Round 

Table ConfCft:l'loc on New World Order during his !.Ilk II Carleton University on Januuy 8, 1992 
164. Tit« DewIDptrwIU HOlliN. Issue No. 4, 1991 . p. 3 
165. 1bc European Bank forRcooosuuction and Devdopmet!.1 has already made $1 2 billion IVlilable to help 

Eastern Europe. Only Gcnnany has spall $35 billim on l id to Eastern Europe. AI lhc Arne time aid to 

Thin! World countries has declined. With new commitmenlS 10 Eastern Europe. the US has cul . id to Latin 
America by almost one-third. Canada hu cut $3.7 billion from projected aid spending since 1989. German 

aid to devdoping countries has bcc:n slashed by a third in the last decade. For details . sce ChrislOpher Neal, 
~Peace dividend shoold hdp Third World~, The o.UWI Citizen, February 4, 1992. 
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These countries, particularly the LDCs, need immediate help and 

support from the industrialised North for their social and economic 

development. Aid is no more a question of charity, rather a necessary 

precondition for global development. As one Canadian international 

development expert put it, "even though there are other issues of 

concern ..... we can't ignore the danger that a growing gap between rich and 

poor presents to us. II's not a charity issue any more, it is a mailer of 
global survival".I66 

During the Cold War period aid was primarily given for political , 
ideological and strategic reasons. With the demise of communism and 
disintegration of the USSR the purpose of foreign aid should be changed and 
reformed accordingly, so that aid can meaningfully help the receiving 
countries in their social and economic emancipation. Third World countries 
should try to find ways and means for becoming "more self-reliam" while 
Western donors should show "less self-interest" in helping the poorer 
nations. IO? Despite the declining trend, many Third World leaders still 
believe that the West can meaningfully help their countries. As one Central 
American leader put it, if the West can spend billions of dollars for the Gulf 
War, "they can not just forget about Central America which can pull itself 
out of underoevelopment on what was spent in the Gulf in one week. I" 

(ii) Collective security arrangement offered in the New World Order 
does not also cater to needs of the Third World countries. According to the 
provisions of the New World Order, developing countries and regional 
organiza-tions are supposed to cater to the security needs and requirements 
of the West and provide base facilities to the US forces for maintaining 
international peace and security. As Elliot Richardson outlines, "By 
agreement with a given regional organization .... major military units of the 
United States .... could be explicitly commilled, in a back-up mode, to the 
defense of an unstable region"l69 Developing countries view this new move 

166. Tim Brodhead. Executive Directot of the Canadian Cowl,cil ror Intcmationd Cooper.niCII. made Ihcse 

comments during hiol intcIView with Tlu Ottm<.ta CiwDI. Matd! 17, 1992. 

167. John Sl.ackhouse MAid donors regrouping in light orfailurcs~ 1M Glob. andMoil. April 4. 1992. 

168. MCcntnl American growth depends on North Amman mamcu-. TIu. O, ... doptftOll HOlliM, luuc No. 

4/1991. p. 6 

169. Quoted by Alln Henrikson, op. cit. p. 22. 
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as a re-emergence of US military doctrines of the 1950s, and are concerned 

about the US role and motive in the post-cold War world. Many observers 

view the Gulf War not only as .an emergence of "Pax Americana", but also 

an effor! by the Western military-industrial complex to expand and test 

weaponary. In fact, the.1ltird World countries do not require a new version 

of regional security arrangements of the 1950s, rather they need more aid, 

investment, transfer of technology and more cooperation with the West in 

broad soeio-eeonomic, political, cultural and environmental fields. 
The Gulf War might have helped to narrow the gap between East and 

West, but it certainly widened gaps between North and South. In the post
Gulf War period, there is a widespread, though vaguely defined, assumption 
among the LDCs that they have been forgouen, and from now on the West 
will adopt a policy of "divide and rule" and only attend the issues and 
problems of rich and more powerful Third World nations. Moreover, in the 
absence of security imperatives on the part of the Western countries, as it 
was in the 1950s. the bargaining positions of the developing countries are 
much weaker and fragile than before. As Lawrence Freedman observes, 

If the absence of a profound strategic imperative is the hallmark of the 
new order, then there will be little incentives to take on new security 
commiunents in any serious form .... Those states making most progress 
on their own wilt inevitably develop the most valuable relations with the 
West l70 

(iii) The role and functions of regional organizations assigned in the 
New World Order are also problematic. As mentioned earlier, one of the 
objectives of the New World Order is to involve regional organizations in 
the Third World into a collective security arrangement designed by the US 
and supervised by the UN. There are also proposals to authorise the UN 
Security Council to utilize regional organizations and agencies for 
enforcement action under its authority, to form inter-regional security 
arrangement and to authorise the UN Military Staff Committec to establish 
regional sub-committees. The purpose of these proposals is tobuild 
"working security relationships" of the United States with the regional 
organ.izations and to use them for the interests of Western countries. 

170. L.awrmcc. Freedman, ~OrdCl and Disorder in the New Wodd~. FouiSlt Affairs .IVMTica aNi lh« World 

J99Jt92. p. 37. 
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Most of the regional organizations work as plat- forms for regional 
development and help the nation-building process of member Slates Ibrough 

multilateral cooperation. Formation of regional organizations in the Third 

World was a frustrating experience because of mutual hatreds, distrusts, 

animosities and rivalries. Almost all regional organizations are economic 

and socio-cultural in nature and very cautiously avoid disputed and 

controversial issues in Ibeir common deliberations. Even some regions did 

nOl have any form of regional organization system until rece~tlly, For 

example, South Asia was not able to form any kind of regional system 

umil the early 1980s because of conOicts, mutual mistrusts and bilateral 

disputes. When South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation 

(SAARC) was eventrally formed in 1985, !he member countries, however, 
agreed to deal only wilb selective issues in socio-economc aod cultural fields 

on consensus basis. Nonetheless, the organization faced numerous 

challenges which often threatened its activities and normal functioning. 

Now to ask the SAARC to deal with milirary-security issues of South Asia 

will definitely jeopardize the process of cooperation. 

Moreover, in almost every region there is one or more major powers 

who always try to dominate the activities of regional organization, and Ibe 

smaller and weaker members arc always in doubts and suspicions about Ibe 

designs of their big neighbours. If the regional organizations are assigned to 

deal with political and security issues it will only increase power and 

influence of regional heavyweights, which eventually may pose Ibreatto Ibe 

very idea of regionalism. 

(iv) As mentioned earlier, Third World countries are also concerned 

about the US role and motive in the post-Cold War era. There is a 

coummon feeling shared by most of the Third World countries that in the 
absence of a balance of power they have lost their strategic imporlance to . 

the West, and even the patron - client relationship has changed. Now the 

new patrons may not provide help or services for strategic reasons but ask 

to pay for it which most of the Third World countries cannot afford to. The 

US will now imerfere and intervene only those issues and areas where Ibe 
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US interests are directly involved, leaving most of the national conflicts to 

the dynamics of this respective regions which in all likelihood is likely to 

serve the interest of bigger national powers. 

(v) Another serious flaw of the proposed New World Order is that it 

does not include such serious global problems as poverty, epidemic, famine 

and environmental issues. In early 1991 the UNICEF noted that millions of 

people face death in Sudan, Mozambique, Ethiopia, Liberia and Malawi for 

the lack of relief in time. According to reports, last year in Latin America 

4,000 people died of cholera, and in 1990,914,000 Latin American and 

Caribbean children died before they reached the age of five. The principal 

cause for child mortality was acute diarrhoea. 171 Third World countries do 

not have necessary material resources and technological know-how to deal 

with these problems. Any new world order must include mechanism for 

dealing with these problems of human tragedies. The 1992 summit of the 

United Nations Conference on Environment and Development in Rio de 

Janeiro only partially addressed some of these problems. The West, so far, 

has failed to deliver anything substantive to the Third World countries. The 

success or failure of the New World Order will be judged by the developing 

countries to a great extent on its ability to address these problems. 

It will be difficult, if not impossible, for the US to sell its perception 

of world order when she is all along insensitive to the ideas and demands of 

the South for a more fair and equita1;>le international economic order. In the 

Gulf War the US emerged as the unchallenged superpower with the 

capability of influencing world events, but it hardly helped to restore faith 

and confidence of Third World countries about the West. There is a 

consensus among the Third World countries that they have been the victims 

of Western rhetorics and double standards, and Western views, altitudes and 

perceptions and broadly viewed not as rational, but as arrogant and selfish. 

171. JvnCl Brooke; "Scare. value of cholera may saw: Ihu", 11u Oltawa Cilizu, March 8, 1992. p. 37. 
The Oitccun- General of WHO also wuncd tbu "If Cambodia cannot gel enough drugs and IlIppott for the 
improvanan of health Cll~ and training then: may be. I tngcdy". There are also reports that some 210 

million people. moll ofthtrn in Africa, hlvc malaria and bctwcc:n I million and 2 million dieof the disease 
elcb year. TN OtlatWlCiliu,., Matdt 17, 1992. 
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The proposed New World Order does not address the concerns of the 
Third World countries, but at the same time their options are also limited. 
In the post-Cold War era, Third World countries will have to find ways and 
means and evolve mechanisms to solve regional conflicts as well as 
domestic ethnic, religious and linguistic issues by their own means 
without depending on external powers. The perception of becoming "like 
the North" has to be abandoned. The Third World countries require their 
own platform for peace, disarmament and global cooperation in the matters 
of trade, technology, debt and environment. U~less there is any progress in 
South-South cooperation ther~ cannot be any hope for North-South 
negotiation. 

Third World countries also need to develop their own mechanism for 
arms control without depending on major powers. While the moSt heavily 
armed nations (the major powers) have already somehow developed a 
consensus and mechanism not to use arms among themselves, it is the 
poor and least developed countries who are still vulnerable to armed 
conflicts. The developing countries should initiate meaningful dialogue for 
confidence-building measures among themselves particularly within such 
Third World organizations as the Non-aligned Movement and the Group of 
77. Despite reasonable grounds for frustrations, the Third World countries 
should contribute to the strengthening of the UN, trY to maximise its use 
and involvement in dealing with regional and international issues. The 
following chapter will briefly analyse the possible role of the United 
Nations in the post-COld War period. 

VIII. THE POST-COLD WAR WORLD AND THIl 
UNITED NATIONS 

Demands for more active role and wider participation of the United 
Nations either in solving regional conflicts or in attending global social, 
economic and cultural issues were a long-standing demond of the developing 
countries. With the reforms in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe, those 
countries also joined the Third World in their demand for giving more role 
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and authority to the world body. Even some developed countries, including 
Canada, Ausualia and France, were in favour of a slrong and active United 

Nations. The superpowers, however, instead of using the UN, preferred to 

act unilaterally to pursue their political and military-slrategic goals and 

objectives. Although the UN was used as a platform for collective actions 

during the Gulf crisis, the credibility of the UN as a forum for Iruly 

multilateral diplomacy remained doutful. As observed earlier, it was widely 

accused that in the Gulf War the US "Manipulated" the UN in the most 

"visible and blatant manner" for its own slrategic interests.l12 In fact, the 

role played by the UN during the Gulf crisis raised both hopes and 

fruslration. 

In the post-Cold War era, there seems to be a general consensus on the 

issue of restructuring the UN. There are numerous proposals and 

suggestions for reslructuring the World body and redefining its role in 

future conflicts. In the light of the experience of the Gulf crisis, the United 

Nations Association in Canada suggested the creation of a sanction 

assessment mechanism to assist the Security Council before authorizing 

any use of force.173 There are also proposals for allocating more authority to 

the Secretary General of the UN. Many analysts believe that the UN was 

formed to meet the challenges of the post-World War-II situation when 

there were only about 50 states (now there are 175 members) and it cannot 
handle the demands and needs of present times. There are wide-ranging 

proposals for reforms of both the General Assembly and the Security 

Council. Some are in favour of reorganizing the General Assembly in the 

lines of the ILO (selective agenda setting) or the European Council 

(forming various working committees), while others believe that the current 

slrUcture of the Security Council does not reflect global consensus, and 

suggest the expansion by increasing the number of permanent members. 

The problem is how to ensure representation of the vast and divergent Third 

World countries into the UN decision-making process. K. Subrahmanyam 

172. TM D, v,lopwu,u HOlliM. (Society ror InlCmational Developmenl . IlIly), No. 4 , 1991 . p.J1. 

173. TM Ploughsh""$ MotsillJr, June 1991 . pp. 16-17 . 
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thinks that the fate of a New World Order must nOl be decided by the 

Permanent Members alone but it should involve Japan, Germany and major 

Third World countries, like India. Pakistan,lndonesia, Brazil and Nigeria.17' 

Secretary General Boutros Boutros-Ghali is in favour of increasing the 

number of the Permanent Members of the Security Council from 5 to 10 

by incorporating Japan, Germany, India, Brazil and Nigeria. 17S However, the 

existing Permanent Members of the UN Security Council seem 10 be not 

interested 10 expand the elite club, at least for the time being. 

Any reform of the UN will have to reflect proper representation of 

Third World countries. Some Third World countries are not satisfied with 

the current proposals of restructuring the UN, and there are widespread 

doubts that in the absence of the USSR, right or womg, just or unjust will 
simply be defined in terms of Western intl'rests, primarily of the US, which 

are often biased and may not be compatible with the interest of the 

developing countries. In the post-Cold War ''period the Third World 

countries expect that the UN will emerge as a meaningful global 

organization to attend 10 their long standing demands and eoncems. 

There seems to be a growing consensus on the issue of collective 

security under the UN auspices. Many UN members, including most of the 
Third World countries, China and former Soviet states, are in favour of 

creating peacekeeping forces under the supervision of the UN Military Staff 

Committee (MSC). To avoid command and control problems, there are 
suggestions that the operational control of the MSC may be moved 10 the 

Secretary General. According to the participants of the Retcher Roundtable 

Conference, the UN forces might consist of three components; (a) reserved 

froces composed of predesignated national units, (b) a smaller rapid -

response military force capable of moving quickly when conflicts erupt, and 

(c) a permanent peacekeeping force patterned on present UN peace keeping 

forces. According to their suggestions, the UN forces (250,000 to 500,(00) 

will come from five major powers while other members will provide funds 

174. K. Subnhmanyam. op. cit. 

175. TA. Ot4rWaCiw«Jt, February 7,1992.. 
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and base facilities. The UN forces might be under the control of the MSC 

and the position of the Commander-in-Chief might be rotated. It was also 

suggested to create "regional subcommittees" of the MSC to maintain 

linkage between regional and global organizations176 But the US seems to 

be not interested in reactivating the MSC because such a mechanism would 

limit her leadership role.177 
The creation of a strong UN force by involving the Permanent 

Members only may not be a good solution, because it will further alienate 
the Third World countries and will eventually create more suspicions about 
the real objective of the West. Moreover, a UN peace-keeping force 
consisting of the US and Russian troops may not bc acceptable to many 
countries because of their controversial roles in the past. As for a strong 
UN force the Third World countries may not be interested nor capable to 

share the cost of maintaining it. The creation and maintenance of a strong 
UN force, will require huge financial resources, and to meet those costs the 
UN will have to cut budget for development assistances (already in 
shortage) drastically which will seriously affect the developing countries. 

The UN has certainly made some success in the post-Gulf War period, 
particularly in releasing Western hostages from Lebanon, maintaining peace 
in Iraqi-Kuwaiti border and deploying peace-keeping forces in Yugoslavia 
and Kampuchea. But in major international issues of war and peace, so far 
the UN has not been able to playa meaningful role, despite the end of the 
Cold War and high expectation from the world community. 

With the decision to send 14,000 troops to Yugoslav ia and 22,000 
troops to Kampuchea, the UN is becoming more and more involved 
in peacekeeping operations. There are already serious problems of financing 
of the peacekeeping operations.178 Some member countries with long 

176. The Aetcher RoundtAble Confc:rcnce.on ''Defining. New World Order " op. ci" pp. 18·19. 
I n . Tit« Oflawa Cimlli. February 9, 1992. There is also no rd'czmce lOWUcctive security through the UN 
in the Pentagon Strategy Plan (mentioned earlier), I'lthe.r it cmcludes thll "\he: world order is ultim;uely 

backed by the: US" and "\he: United StiteS should be postured LO act independently when collective action 
cannOl beorchestntcd" For dculls sce, Patrick Tyler, op. cit. p. 14. 

178. As of J.nulry 31, 1991 0\11 of 166 members only 15 members met their filUlnci.l obligations both 

CUrratt and pl$l. The ICC'Umul,ted unpaid LIb (or peacekeeping operation is about $400 million. The CON for 
current peacekeeping operations lre.bout $700 million which mly double in the next year. DIVe Todd. 
"Who wiU PI)' the price fot Ihe UN pacckcc:ping'r' TM OIl(1)WJ Cifiwl, February 9, 1992 
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tradition of peacekeeping roles, including Canada, have been warning that 

their continuous participation should not be laken as granted. The UN 

should lake more active role in negotiating and making peace rather than 

trying to keep it when there is no peace at all. The UN should lake such 

successive steps as regular survey of the situation in potential crisis areas, 

early detection of a dangerous worsening of the situation, emergency 

measures, preventive diplomacy, measure to establish and maintain peace 

and stability and to send UN peace forces to remove threats to peace and 

security.179 Third World countries for their part are nOl interested in UN 

military involvements worldwide, rather they want 10 see more and more 

UN involvements in developmcnt activities and peaceful mediations of local 

and regional conflicts. 

With the escalating famines and epidemics breaking out in many parts 

of the world and refugee problems becoming more serious and acute day by 

day, the UN will have to be involved more and more in relief operations and 

humanilarian efforts than peacekeeping. As for the contining conflicts in 

various parts of the world, the need of the hour is 10 take more 

precautionary measures, to address the root causes of conOicts and not to 

allow them to escalate into a dangerous situation. But whatever policies are 

adopted, there must be a common standard applicable 10 all irrespective of 

economic, political, social and ideological differences. Otherwise the world 

body, which is already being widely criticised for its rhetorics and double 

standards, will never be able to establish its confidcnce and credibility. 

Already there are serious accusations that the UN was formed in the narne of 

the whole mankind but failed to fulfil its missions to allend social and 

economic problems because of the unwillingness on the part of great 

powers to cooperate. , 
The current problems of the UN are not so much with its political or 

administrative structure, rather with the notions, attitudes and behaviours of 

major powers towards it. Historically, the UN was used by the superpowers 

179. Sergei uvrov. '"The Seven-Plus· One: Plus the UN", 'N"fIOlioM1I&jJ,urs, (Moscow). No. to, 1991, 

p.16. 
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for their respective interests and benefilS, and in the process not only the 
Third World nations but also many Western countries lost confidence in the . 

world body. Now in the post-Cold Wax, post-Gulf and post-Soviet era an 

opponunity has been created for the UN to re-establish its credibility as a 

true international organization. The UN will have to take initiatives which 

will result in confidence-building among the member-states and help to 

clarify conditions conducive to the adoption of corresponding changes in the 

Chaner in keeping with the latest requirements of international cooperation 

and the internal social and economic developmet of all countries.180 

IX. CONCLUSION 

No power succeeded in building a viable and permanent world order, 
although attempts were made by various states at different times of history. 
Some orders were more stable, peaceful and lasted longer (the Westphalian 
system), while others were unstable and short-lived (the League of 
Nations). World Orders were designed and built by great powers either with 
the purpose of preserving their existing positions or creating new control 
and domination over others. 'World Orders' could neither maintain nor 
gUaIantee international peace and security nor solve the existing global 
issues and problems. The balance of power between the two power blocs 
established in the post-world War-II period could avoid major wars, but 
proxy wars at regional levels continued which caused severe damages and 
brought immeasurable sufferings and miseries 10 the Third World peoples. 

The collapse of communism and end of the Cold War have created 
new opportunities for building a new world order based on justice and 
equality. On the onher hand, civil wars, escalation of ethnic, religious and 
tribal conflicts worldwide, tensions and uncertainties in the former Soviet 
Republics and Eastern Europe as a result of disintegration of the USSR, 
lack of progress in resolving major regional issues and conflicts, refugee 
problems, proliferation of nuclear arms, escalation of arms race, 
environmental degradation and trade wars among major economic centres 
have shattered the earlier hopes and aspirations. 

110. Milan Sahoric, ""Where &Ie the United Nations GoinS? R~vi~ D/ IItl,r1IIJliolllll A/fain (Belgnldc) , 
Volume XI..n, Januuy 5, 1991 , p. 23. 
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There is a broad consensus that with the demise of communism and 
disintegration of the Soviet Union a new situation, with new challenges and 
uncertainties, has emerged which is much more complex and unstable than 
the old one, but at the same time which has created enormous opportunities 

and brought new hopes and aspirations for international peace and security. 
Today the international community is in a transitional stage, and the 
present situation may continue for quite sometime before the emergence of 
any new order. In the current situation there appears to be two options for a 

world order: collective security under the umbrella of the UN with the 
participation of all nations, or one superpower controlling the UN and , 
acting as a . world policeman to enforcing security. '" The logical and viable 
choice should be for the nrst one but ironically the US appears to have 
preferred the second one. 

There is no agreement on what should be the components of a new 
world order. But the emerging consensus is that it must be qualitatively 
different from the old one and should include such important issues as 
economy, environment and other socia- political and moral issues faced by 
the humanity. Even there are demands that a new world order should include 
such issues as moral and spiritual values. "At a minimum the new world 
order should reduce the distance between political rhetoric and reality, replace 
confrontation with cooperation and substitute UN collective action for US 
(or Soviet) unilateralism"182 The principles of peaceful coexistence which 
recognise the equality of all states rich or poor, strong or weak, small or 
big, should serve as a philosophical basis for the New World Order. IS' A 
New World Order must be based on justice, peace, democracy, human rights 
and environmental securtiy Jlpplicable to all. It must also address such 
problems as global warming, pollution, resource depletion, drugs, refugees 
and aids. "A New World Order can only gain acceptance if it is based on 
human vision, not military force; on consistency, not double standJlrds; and 
on justice, not selective morality"."' 

181 . Jan Proak. ""New World Orde:r or New Wadd PoticemaoT' StnttJalAtf6T. JIIDC. 1991. P. 16. 
In Jack MendcLtohn. "Rhetoric V. Realily" T1u • ..n.tti#I 0/ AtoMic Scilwv. June 1991, P. 34. 
183. Dou Hui. op. cit. p. 2S. 
184. KhalilBamcum, op. cit p. 22. 
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A World Order cannot be or should not be understood only in terms of 

military power and security considerations. It should not be confined to 

preventing outright aggression but also has to deal with underlying causes 

of armed conflicts, economic inequalities and ideological, cultural and ethnic 

conflicts and rivalries as well as human rights violation. 

A New World Order will also have to address economic issues, 

particularly the needs and demands of the LDCs . In fact, considering the 

global economic issues and problems and its critical importance, initiatives 

should be taken towards building a new economic order, rather than a· 

political and military one. A New World Order will also have to secure a 

minimum standard of living for every citizen of the world, because "in an 

era of global communications, the division of humanity between a 

privileged quarter and a deprived three quarters can no longer be 

sustained."i8S Given the resources we have and technological advancement 

that has been made, it is neither difficult nor impossible to eliminate the 

worst poverty of the world. I .. 

In the post-cold War, post-Soviet and post-Gulf War era a new situation 

has been created, and to deal with new issues and challenges we must be 

equipped with new visions and perceptions, because, what Abraham Lincoln 

said in his address to the Congress of the United States on December I, 

1862, is still valid, 

The dogmas of the quiet past are inadequate to the stormy present. The 
occassion is piled high with difficulty, and we must rise with the 
oocassion. As our case is new, so we must think anew and act anew.111 

1 as. Bernard Wood. E.J.o::utin Director of the Clnlldiu lrutitws for International Puce and Security and I 

ItmrlJ IUpporut rI BUlb's n.,.. wodd order. abo conaiden econanic Umca u important f.cton for I new 
world order. Fordelailt of Dr Wood'. ~ewt fee. -rho GulfCriAI and Future of World Ordcz" , Ctut.atIi.tM 
D.,.ftC.QNtut.,.". Volume 20, NoS, April 1991,p. lA. 
186. Patticipl.ntl el. meetina of the World Order Modcb Projcc.1. held in New Delhi in 1968 deb.ted the 
impMance d CICCIJOI'r!;y in any wodd order cd came wiLlI Une:re.tina Iu.gc.ucm. For dcUils lee., EcoItOIIIiu 
MdWorldOrdl, .. FI11m tJe. lV1OlIO 1M 19901. edited by '.,dish N. Bhallw.ti. (J'bc Maanillan ComP-"Y. 
Collier-Mac:Millan Limited. London), 1972. 
117. Quo&od by u.u. KoM. World 0nJ.,. u. Hi.mrical P'1'qucrin, (Cllmbridae.. MuAChUJeUS, Harnrd 
Uniwmty PrMt), 1942. p. Uv. 
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